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,e OPINION 

This decision adopts a long-run marginal cost (LRMC) 
methodologyl for the three respondent gas utilitiest Pacific Gas 
and Electric Company (PG&E)i Southern California Gas Company 
(SoCal), and San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E). This marKs 
the first time the Commission has approved a marginal costing 
method for gas utilities. LRMC is a valuable tool for rate design 
as well as making efficient capital investment decisions. Marginal 
cost information is also useful in evaluating bypass and demand
side management (OSH) proposals, 

we move forward with today's LRMC methodology recognizing 
the evolution of the natural gas market in california requires that 
utilities must charge rates that more closely approximate the 
marginal costs of service. Customers served by PG&E and SoCal have 
substantial oppOrtunities for bypass. We acknowledged the 
magnitude of the bypass threat by issuing 0.92-11-052 to enable 
PG&E and SoCal to use an expedited contract approval process. The 
LRMC figures adopted today will be used in conjunction with our EAD 
process to evaluate requests for non-customer specific cOntracts. 

Today's order does not implement specific rates or 
provide unbundled service costs. We will implement today's 
policies and establish customer rates in an expedited proceeding 
for tha three utilities in 1993. As part of that proceeding, 
parties are invited to present proposals to further segment 
industrial class rates based on service level cost distinctions. 
SoCal will have the opportunity to segment its distribution system 

1 Long-run marginal cost captures the cost of the addition of new 
cost-effective facilities to the system. 
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into hlgh- and medium-pressure compOnents similar to PG&E's local 
transmission an~ distribution system segmentation. If a decision 
in the Storage 011 (1.97-03-036) authorizes SoCal to unbundle its 
storage services, S6Cal will be allowed to present a 
subfunctionalization of its storage facilities combining the 
factual findings in the storage proceeding with the methodology 
adopted in this decision. Finally, wholesale customets will be 
allowed to show that they would be unfairly harmed by applying 
Equal Percentage of Marginal Cost on a total factor basis and that 
EPMe for wholesale customers should be done on a functional basis. 

We will address the issue 6f de-averaging core rates in 
the next BCAPS for all utilities. This involves separate cost 
allocations and class definitions for core residential and core 
non-residential classes, which are currently charged identical 
rates. We prefer to review resOurce planning in general rate cases 
and LRMe methodologies in cOst allocation proceedings. 

We adopt measures of demand responsibility that 1n our 
view best reflect the complexities of cost causation on integrated 
utility systems. The demand measurements of cost responsibility 
for transmission, storage, and distribution service are summarized 
in Table I, Section 2.3.6. The illustrative rate effect of the 
policies we adopt today is found at Appendix c. Following are a 
graphic display of the marginal cost revenue responsibilities for 
PG&E, socal and SDG&EI 
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1. Background 
This proceeding adopts·. the fir.st long-run marginal cost 

methodology for california gas utilities. Marginal costs are 
forward-looking costsl they reflect the costs a utility will incur 
to meet new demand for its services. LRMC captures the cost 6f new 
facilities as well as the short-term marginal costs of daily 
operating requirements. Our rates today are based on the existing, 
or embedded, cost of service. 
1.1 Indust~ Restructuring 

In 1986 The Commission identified LRMC as a cornerstone 
of its gas restructuring agenda to address fundamental changes 
taking place in the natural gas industry. The catalyst for change 
was at the natiOnal level I wellhead price deregulation under the 
Natural Gas policy Act followed by Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission (FERC) Order 436 requiring interstate pipelines to 
transport gas to customers in addition to selling their own 
supplies. In Transportation of Customer-owned Gas (1986) 20 CPUcid 
628, Decision (D.) 86-03-057, referenced in this proceeding's 
caption, we ordered utilities to provide short-term transportAtion 
of customer-purchased gas and proposed to further unbundle gas 
services using a marginal-cost based rate design. We quickly 
instituted InvestigatiOn (I.) 86-06-005 and a companion Rulemakirtg 
(R.) 86-06-006 to provide the forum for unbundling. 

We saw a need in the changing gas world for lOcal 
distribution companies (LOCs) to separate their transportation 
service from their sales service for customers able to participate 
in competitive gas sales markets. We also recognized our 
continuing regulatory obligation to protect the right to rellable 
service at just and reasonable rates for customers without 
alternatives or sufficient market power. 

An extensive record of hearlngs, comments, and decisions 
has implemented unbundled gas utility services over the intervening 
six and a half years. A conceptual framework for restructuring was 
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s.t in b.86-12-009, 22 CPUC2d 444, a~d implem~nted in D.8~-12-039, 
26 CPUC2d 213. In 0.87-12-039, w~ statedt 

-The first principle of the conceptual appto~ch 
to rate design which we adopted in D.86-12-009 
is that 'ecOnomic efficiency dictates that 
rates be based on marginal cost, not embedded 
cost' •••• We emphasized that Our use of 
embedded costs will be temporary, until the 
application of marginal cost principles to 
natural gas rate design is further developed.
(Id"l p. 225.) 

Our commitment to. marginal cost principles for the qas 
utilities built on our familiarity with the use of marginal costs 
in developing revenue allocations and rate designs for the electric 
utilities. 2 We recognize that although there are major 
differences between the electric and qas industries, particularly 
in th~ production area, there are substantial similarities in the 
transmission, distribution, and customer service areas. 

LRMC methodology developed through submissio.n 6f detailed 
utility studies, formal review procedures for interested parties, 
and Commission-sponsored workshops. We adopted final LRMC 
guidelines in D.90~01-055 with the intention of impleme~tin9 the 
methodology in test year 1992 cost allocation proceedings. 
D.90-09-089 deferred marginal cost hearIngs until after capacity 
brokering issues were considered. 
1.2 Hearing Schedule 

The scope of this proceeding is sharply defined. The 
purpose is to. adopt a LRKC methodolo.gy for the three respondent 

2 In D.92749 5 CPUC2d 620, wh~ch established our marginal cost 
methodology in 1981 lor electric utilities, we found the adopted 
methodology had a variety of applications. LRMC serves todar as 
the basis of electric rate design and is also used to estab1 sh 
price offerings to nonutility generators and to serve as an 
evaluation standard for nongeneration alternatives under DSM 
tariffs and incentive programs. 
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utilities that can be implemented in the utilities' next Biennial 
cost Allocation proceeding (BCAP) filings. Utilities were required 
to file a base-case methodology using Commission guidelines and 
reconciled to the revenue requirement using electric's EPMCmethod. 
several parties spOnsored Alternative methOdologies, Testimony 
addressed rate design pOlicy objectives generic to the three 
utilities but service unbundling and final rate design were not 
within the scope of this proceeding. 

parties served testimony in stages from February 1 ~ 
July 2, 1992. Hearings were held in san Francisco from July 7-28, 
opening briefs were filed August 26 and reply briefs September S. 
The sixteen parties participating in the hearing ptocess are listed 
at Appendix B. This decision will not repeat all parties' 
pOsitions on each issue. 3 Rather, our focus is a discussion of 
the principles relied on in deciding each issue. We acknowledqe 
the parties' considerable efforts and cooperative attitude in 
creating a comprehensive record in an expedited manner. 
2. Haior Components of Marginal. Cost MethOdologY 

Our adopted LRMC methodology is comprised of distinct 
components which will be discussed in this section. Illustrative 
average rates using the policies adopted here and in following 
sections are displayed at Appendix c. 
2.1 Resource Planning for Transaission and Storaga 

While much of the debate in this proceeding has focused 
on unit marginal cost calculations and revenue allOcation, the 
answers to questions raised in those areas depend significantly on 
the utilities' planning processes. Resource planning de£inas and 
justifies the facilities that a utility will build to meet customar 

service requirements. 

3 Matrices of parties' positions on each issue are found in 
Exhibits MC-SS and MC-S9. 
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Transmission and storage are the focus of the planning 
process because they are -big ticket item- inves~ments reqUiring a 
long planning horizon. There can also be more flexibility in the 
size of facilities the utility chooses t6 build. As a result, a 
utility will design its facilities to be large enough to serve the 
peak demand that the utility expects will occur. Determining the 
type Of demand that requires additional facilities is a key part of 
defining the utility's resource plan. The other part of the 
planning process is determining the level of reliability that each 
utility's system should provide, 
2.1.1 Utility Planning Criteria 

Utility system planners examine various types 6£ peak 
demand to insure that their system provides adequate service. 
PG&E, SoCal, and SDG&E all indicate that a number of different 
objectives are examined in planning fOr the capacity of their 
systems' transmission, sto~age and distribution facilities. For 
example; SoCal examined peak-day demand, suinmer-day demand and 
cold-year demand in trying to determine which load was the cause of 
capacity expansion on the system. 

While some parties have tried to designate a single type 
of load as the cause of capacity costs, the different portions 6f 
utility systems serve mUltiple functions. For instance, both PG&E 
and SoCal agree that storage provides protection for peak-day 
demand, daily loAd balancing, and seasonal demand on their systems. 

parties disagreed about the importance of particular 
functions, but all admit that multiple services are provided~ PG&E 
describes its transmission capacity as providing service on an 
adverse peak-day, and insuring that noncore curtailments occur no 
mOxa than once in 5 years. SDG&E contends that its transmission 
system is designed to meet peak-day gas requirements of core 
customers, natural gas vehicle (NGV) refueling stations and 20\ o£ 
noncore load. SoCal uses transmission to provide peak-day gas to 
core customers, but assumes a certain level of noncompliance during 
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curtailment, and also designs the system to meet a peak summer 
load. F~rther, Toward Utility Rate Normalization (TURN) conte~ds 

that intrastate transmission investments are actuaily being made to 
enhance gas-on-gas competition, not to enhance system reliability. 

No party has challenged the Commission's assumption in 
0.90-07-055 that there is a tradeoff between transmission and 
storage facilities. This again confirms that mUltiple functions 
are served by these facilities. 
2.1.2 Least-Cost Resource Planning . 

It is not enough for a utility to use just any 
combination of reSources to meet the needs of customers. An 
appropriately planned system meets customers' needs at the lowest 
total cost. When a marginal cost is defined, it is often described 
as the cost of an additional unit of goOds or services. Implicit 
in the description is that it is the cost of the nekt unit in an 
efficient production process. There may be a number of feasible 
ways of expanding A utility system to meet additional customer 
load,· but marginal cost pricing reflects efficient expansion of the 
system. 

In order to provide a least-cost resource plan, utilities 
must clearly identify the objectives they are attempting to·meet. 
PG&E has been the clearest in identifying its objectives for .. 
noncore transmission service. In the future, each of the utilities 
will need explicit reliability objectives for both core and rtoncore 
customer groups. 

• The utilities should also consider more innovative ways 
of meeting resource needs. Questions from the Administrative Law 
Judge (ALJ), and Division of Ratepayer Advocates' (ORA) testimony 
clearly indicated that the utilities had not considered the 
potential impact of DSM programs on their planning processes. The 
utilities also have not tried to determine the level of reliability 
various customer groups would be willing to accept at various· 
prices of service. 
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Since the Commission was interested in expeditiously 
impl~mentin9 marginal cost pricing, we accepted some 
simplifications in setting cost methodologies. We discuss below 
additional work that will need to be done in load research and" 
forecas"tinq. 

DRA demonstrates through cross-examination of PG&E'S 
witness Bonney that in recent years there has been significant 
changes in PG&E's long-term forecasts of demand growth by class. 
In particular, DRA notes the long-term forecast of industrial 
demand has increased by over 100\ in just four years and finds a 
remarkable correlation to pG&E's efforts to increase rate base by 
$2 billion through construction of the PG&E/Pacific Gas 
~ransrnission (PGT) expansion to serve the noncore market in 
northern and southern California. 

Our guidelines called for the use of the 1~91 california 
Gas RepOrt in this proceeding. 4 This is a yearly pUblication of 
the gas industry and has never been subject to review by the 
Commission. Our next review of each utility's resource plan should 
critically examine the long-term forecast of customer demands. 

As of June 1992 soCal had installed electronic metering 
for only half of its nortcore customers, representing 59.4i of 
non.core volumes. PG&E had established electronic metering 6n 88\ 
of its noncore volume, but had no metered daily data available for 
core commercial or residential customers. 

The Independent Energy Producers and the Geothermal 
Resource Association (IEP/GRA) raise concerns regarding the paucity 
of underlying load data on utility electric generation (UEG) 

4 PG&E requested and all parties agreed to modifications to its 
base case load forecast to reflect an updated estimate of bypass 
and the forecast of Edison's Cool Water throughput. BOth are near
term adjustments and were resolved in our recent decision, 
D.92-10-051. 
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.' 
customers. The utilities have very limited hourly load datal 
lit'tl.e knowledge of. specific demand't'oreca.sts preparedbythei"rown 
electric departments, and make no adjustments to reflect th~ 
effects of weather and electric generating unit outages •. The UEG· 

. load represents some of the largest system customers, who are 

. identified by the respondents as likely bypass targetsi We require 
additional load data and supporting analysis in the next resource 
plans. 

TURN expresses well the additional resource planning 
issues which need to be addressed by the utilitiest 

-First of all, PG&E and Socal have not presented 
any evidence that would indicate that their 
core customers actually value extreme peak day 
service highly enough that they would be .. 
willing to pay what it costs to provide it, if 
given the choice. Both of these companies 
assertedly design their systems such that full 
core service could be maintained even under the 
most extreme cold weather conditions ever 
experienced. SDG&E, on the other hand, has 
undertaken an extensive study, called the 
recurrence interval study, which compares the 
costs of the additional facility investments 
required to maintain service under various 
weather conditions against the tangible and 
intangible costs of not serving the load. 
Based upon this study, SDG&E has concluded that 
it shoUld plan its system based on a coldest 
day in 35 years standard, which does not 
represent the coldest day that has ever 
occurred in the service area (SDG&E/Roskowski. 
Tr. 70/8849-51). TURN does not necessarily 
endorse all of the details of that analysis, 
but submits that SDG&E should certainly be 
corr~ended for making the effort, which its 
larger sister utilities have not. 

-Absent such a study, PG&E and soeal do not 
really know whether their core customers value 
peak service sufficiently to be willing to bear 
the costs of providing it. Further, those core 
customers have no options for avoiding the cost 
of peak service if they do not in fact VAlue it 
that highly. A customer that willingly 
foregoes gas usage on a peak day saves only the 
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tariffed pertherm rate, not the much higher 
cost.of providing extreme peak service. 
Neither PG&E nOr socal offers any demand-side 
management programs designed to reduce extreme 
peak usage in particular, or to reward those 
customers who do (PG&E/Hefftterl Tr. 77/9656; 
socal/Van Lieropt Tr. 69/8785-96). While one 
can probably assume that many, if not ~ost, 
core customers would want to maintain full 
service on an extreme peak day regardless of 
cost, there may very well be customers, perhaps 
many of them, who would be willing to endure a 
certain amount of disruption to their normal 
activities in order save the additional cost 
that extreme peak service may entail. If there 
are enough such customers, there could be a 
significant impact on the utilities' planning 
and total cost of service.- (TURN O.B, pp. 
34-36.) 

We will require the utilities to make substantial 
progress in meeting our objective of a least-cost planning process. 
We believe that the appropriate forum itt which to examine gas 
industry resource planning under our current regulatory environment 
is general rate cases. Their plans must include better load data 
and well-supported service reliability studies. Resource plans for 
the respondent utilities should. 

1. Reflect an appropriately planned system that 
meets customers' needs at the lowest total 
cost, 

2. use at least a IS-year planning horizon for 
backbone transmission and storage and at least 
a lO-year planning horizon for local 
transmission. 

3. Use short-term and long-term forecasts that are 
thoroughly documented and that specify all 
economic, load research, and end-use 
assumptions. 

4. Have adequate underlying load data for each 
customer class. At a minimum, this means 
hourly load data for UEG customers, daily load 
data for all nonc6re customers, and 
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statistically sampled daily load data for core commercial 
and residential customers. ~ 

5. Contain UEG load forecasts that reflect the 
effects of weather and electric generating unit 
outages. 

6. Contain exp~icit system design reliability 
objectives for both cOre and noncore customers. 

7. Reflect the findings Of service reliability 
studies documenting the value core customers 
place on peak service reliability. 

2.2 Utility-Specific Investment Plans 
for Transmission and Storage 

2.2.1 The PG&E Resource plafi 
PG&E submitted a local transmission plan based on a five

year planning horizon and a backbone transmission and storage plan 
based on an IS-year planning horizon. DRA's objections to the 
limited data and short planning horizon for PG&E's local 
transmission are incorporated in the update criteria in the 
previous section. All parties accepted the long-term forecast used 
by PG&E for purposes of this proceeding. Our concerns and 'schedule 
for addres~irig this critical area are also discussed in th~ 
previous section. N6 party expressed further concerns with PG&E's 
lOcal transmission investment plan. Recognizing the data 
limitations that need to be addressed, we find PG&E's lOcal 
transmission plan should be used to calculate marginal costs in 
this proceeding. 

DRA opposes PG&E's backbone transmission and storage 
investment plan as not being a least-cost resource plan. The 
specific area of disagreement is PG&E's inclusion of Line 401 
expansion rather than the more cost-effective alternative of 
additional storage capacity with Line 300 expansion. PG&E's plan 
assumes Line 401, which is currently under construction, wili be 

fully o~rational in 1993 but then only uses 250 million cubic foot 
per day (KKcf/d) of its 750 KMcf/d capacity in 1993 and an6ther 150 
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KMcf/d between 1997 and 2000. Although it is not clear, P(;&E ... 
appears to add revenue requirements rather than investment costs 
because it assumes that someone other than PG&E customers will 
purchase the balance of the project and cOver the assOciated 
investment. PG&E's witness testified in an earlier Line 300 
proceeding, 1.88-12-022, that Line 300 expansion wAs less expensive 
than Line 401, but stated his rationale here is that Line 401 
construction is taking place. 

We do not find that PG&E's rationale meets a least-cost 
planning standard. DRA's combined transmission and storage 
marginal cost revenues are 44i lower than PG&E's. PG&E raiseS 
concerns that DRA's plan may not be able to meet core loads under 
extreme conditions. We find these concerns adequately addressed by 
DRA. We recognize PG&E has no present plans to expand Line 300; 
the option, however, exists and is under Commission consideration 
in another proceeding. We conclude Line 300 expansion is a least
cost approach to estimating marginal costs of transmission, 
preferable to using a more expensive expansion project being 
constructed exclusively for the noncore market. As discussed 
earlier, we expect significant refinement in PG&.E'S resource pl41'l 
in PG&E's next general rate case. 
2.2.2 The SoCal Resource plan 

soeal's planned investments in transmission and storage 
are set forth in its filing at Table 1, Me-ll. socal's plan is 
extremely modest in comparison to PG'E's, with no large additional 
increments of transmission or storage capacity needed. 
Interconnections to the Kern/Mojave and PG'E/PGT pipelines, 
expansion of SDG&E's Line 6900, reinforcement in some high growth 
areAs, and expansion of storage withdrawal capability are all the 
investments considered necessary to provide for growth over th~ 
IS-year planning horizon. 

DRA recOmmends three adjustmentsl transfer of Line 6900 
from transmission costs to a SDG&E direct customer costJ removal of 
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compression facilities from the Kern/Mojave intertie transmission 
costs l ~onsistent with ORAis recommendation in Application (Ai) 

90-11-035 that these costs are related to noncore supply diVersity 
rather than demand and should be recovered in incremental pipeline 
rates; and a decrease from $30 million to $20 miilion in st6rage 
withdrawal expansion based on uncertain noncore demand estimates. 
we find the record supports ORA's classification of Line 6906 
expansion as exclusively for SDG&E and that exclusive-use 
facilities are best treated as customer costs. For purpOses of 
this decision we will adopt ORA'S storage adjustmentt as SOCal'g 
witness Philips testified that additional inVestment would be 

dependent on noncore requirements that remain uncertain. However, 
as noted in Section 3.5, these costs may be revised in the event 
the Commission authorizes the unbundling of storage costs in 
I. 87-03-036 lORA's Kern/Mojave adjustment is considered together 
with the larger pipeline issues raised by TURN and discussed next. 

TURN observes that the utility and ORA estimAteso£ 
marginal transmission costs for the soCal system fail to include 
any costs for the long-distance movement of gas from the state 
border to the utility's load center! 

"Rather, the SoCal and ORA forecasts were based 
primarily on the relatively minor facility 
enhancements required to -debottleneck
transmission constraints in various localized 
areas of the system, plus (at least for SoCal) 
the costs of interconnecting with the 
Kern/Mojave and PG'E/PGT proj~cts in the 
wheeier Ridge area. Therefore, TURN has 
recommended that the marginal cost of lortg
distance transmission be recognized by adding 
the tariffed cost Of transportation over the 
Mojave system (which is almost entirely an 
intrastate pipeline in all but the legal sense) 
to the costs of the more localized facilities 
identified by SoCal and ORA •••• The only 
alternative is to assume that there is no 
marginal cost just because someOne other than 
the LDC is providing the service, a concept to 
which TURN must strongly object.- (TURN 0.8. 
p. 40-2.) 
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No other party supports TURN's proposal. DRA'Spolicy' 
witness on revenue allocation (Klapow) did individually. support 
TURNis proposal, citing the need to reflect long-line transmission 
service in rates. Klapow·s position is characterized by DRA as a 
replacement cost approach, one TURN asserts is consistent with 
DRA's customer-cost and distribution methodology. DRA 
distinguishes its recommended approach as a forward-looking 
resource plan that may have very different incremental costs than 
the replacement costs-of facilities in the ground. ORA's 
transmission plan witness, Roscow, states he did not consider 
third-party facility investment in his analysis. All parties 
except TURN strongly object to irtcludinq third-party investment in 
soCal's LRMC as these are not future cOsts the utility itself 
faces. 

It is clear from the record that SOCal will have 
sufficient excess capacity on its long-line transmission systems 
connecting with El Paso and Transwestern at the Colorado River that 
it will not have to make capital expenditures to expand this 
capacity over the entire 1S-year transmission planning horizon. 
The importance of this under marginal cost theory is that Socai 
should sigdal in rates to customers that the marginal cost 6f 
transmission service is, at this point in time, looking out over a 
1S-year planning horizon, quite low. As such, we refuse to adopt 
the proposed decision's recommendation that we use the recently 
completed Mojave pipeline as a a proxy in calculating the long-line 
transmission marginal cOsts for socai. 

It is ludicrous to burden SoCal ratepayers with ·phantom
charges reflective of the cost of new capacity for the Use of 
existing, Bunk capacity that is already in excess of demand. 
TURN's recommendation which is adopted by the proposed decision 
gives the wrong price signal to custOmers who would deliver gas to 
SoCal at existing Colorado River interconnections with El paso and 
Transwestern. It would signal that Socal could provide this 
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service only by constructing new transmission capacity when, in 
fact, its existing capacity is adequate to meet demand oVer the 15-
year planning horizon. 

In addition, TURN's propOsal would create a perVers~ 
incentive for customers to favor shipping over new interstate 
pipelines and to further underutilize existing interstate capacity 
that is aiready in excess supply. TURN's proposal would Only serve 
to increase the cost of stranded capacity that SoCal's customers 
will have to bear. As such; fOr purposes of this decision, we will 
adopt SOCal's planned investments in transmission and storage as 
set forth in its filing at Table 1, Ex. MC-l1 with the exception of 
DRA's adjustments to Line 6900 treatment and to the decrease in 
storage withdrawl investment as discussed above. 

We also note that an issue in the PGT/PG&E 
interconnection proceeding, A.92-04-031, is whether Some of the 
costs of that interconnection are Common costs which should be 
shared by Kern/Mojave. 1f the interconnection facilities receive 
incremental rate treatment, both the PGT/PG&E interconnection costs 
and the Wheeler Ridge compression facilities, A.90-11-035, should 
be excluded from the resource plan. If Kern/Mojave receives 
rolled-in rate treatment, the most recent adopted estimates for 
both sets of costs should be used in the implementation filing. 
2.2.3 The SDG&E Resource plan 

SDG&E's investment plan is submitted in Exhibit MC-27, 
pp. 4-2 and 6-2. The testimony refers SOG&E's 1991-2010 Gas 
Transmission System plan, a 20-year outlook of future transmission 
expansion investment prepared by the Gas Engineering department. 
The plan's purpose is to identify transmission capacity additions 
necessary to meet design criteria at the lowest cost level. The 
plan identifies ten projects for an expansion capability of 
approximately 250 MMcfd. No storage plan is submitted as SOG&E 
does not operate any storage facilities separate from Socal. 
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No party proposed an adjustment to SDG&Eis plan and it 

appears reasOnable. 
2.3 Marginal Demand Measures for Computing 

and AlI6cating Marginal Cost Revenues 

2.3.1 Cost Responsibilities 
The purpose of marginal costing methods is to reflect the 

costs incurred over the long run caused by serving an additional 
unit of demand. For each function of a utility's gas system, the 
demand measure used to calculate that function's marqinal cost 
should be the one that reflects cost causation for that function. 

The controlling planning criteria used by the utilities 
reflect the manner in which the utilities will incur costs in 
response to changeS in demand for specific functional elements of 
their respective systems. Thus, parties' requests that we deviate 
from the utilities' planning criteria in favor of -flatter
allocation factors could result in adopting meAsures of cost 
responsibility which depart from accurate marginal costs. 

In issuing Decision 92-11-052, we recognized that 
uneconomic bypass is an imminent threat presented by severAl 
pipeiine projects which could attract large noncore customers of -
PG&E and socal. We permitted PG&E and soCal to submit long-term 
contrActs subject to an expedited review process. Our desire to 
facilitate long-term transportation contracts is based in part on 
our policy to prevent unnecessary duplication of facilities and the 

consequent customer costs. 
It is our bellef that accurate marginal cost methods will 

lead to clearer signals when marginal cost-based prices are 
implemented, thereby providing the oppOrtunity for customers to 
purchase economically efficient levels of service. The decisions 
on the chosen measures of cost responsibility described below are 
based upon accurate cost causation and recognize the interrelated 

nature of utility operations. 
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2.3.2 Marginal Demand Measures for TransBisSion 
PG&E refers to the criterion thAt causes a utility to 

need-more capacity as A marginal demand meAsure (MDM). This term 
was readily adopted by all parties. The utiiities have chosen to 
advocate certain MOMs because they represent a combination of the 
multiple types of. peak demand that the 'utility systems are designed 
to serve. They also support less extreme demand measures in order 
to spread costs in a -equitable- manner instead of following cost
causation principles in a strict manner. 

For transmission PG&E has chosen to use cold-winter
season demand for its -backbone facilities· and cold-winter-dAy 
demand for local transmission. Socal has chosen COld-year demand 
as its measure of transmission peak use. ORA advocates cold-year 
demand for both utilities. TURN contends that average-year demand 
is appropriate becAuse transmission additions are driven by supply 
diversity considerations and not capAcity needs. California 
Industrial Group (CIG) and Southern California Utility power Pool. 
(SCUPP) contend that abnormal peak day (APD) for PG&E and extr~me 
peak day (EPO) for SoCal are the appropriate measures of demand. 

APO and EPD are demand measures which signify that only 
core customers are causing marginal transmission costs and that no 
capacity is built to serve the needs of the nOncore. CIG and scupp 
contend that peak demAnd occurs on these statistical peak days, and 
peak demand could potentially be identified with certain peak hours 
if more accurate data was available. Therefore, only those 
customers who are forecast to be using the system on that day are 
responsible for transmission costs. 

scupp and CIG also contend that equity considerations 
should be limited to the Commission's choice of caps and floors in 
actually allocating costs. Marginal cost measures should ba 
calculated in a manner that reflects true cost causation. 

We believe that the best estimate of the demand-causing 
transmission costs on the backbone system of socal is COld-year 
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demand, and for PG&E it is cold-year peak season. 5 These 
measures are chosen because they are the best estimates of cost 
causation. Transmission is used to provide flowinq supplies and to 
support storage operations, Transmission capacity is relatively 
constant during the year. SoCal hAs a larger amount of stor~ge 
available than does PG&E. Given the amount of storage available, 
SoCalJs backbone transmission system is sized to meet cOld-year 
demand. In contrast, PG&E sizes its backbone system to accornodate 
cOld-year peak season throughput. 
2.3.3 Marginal Demand MeAsures for Local Transmission 

PG&E has argued that some of its transmission system 
should be differentiated from the rest because it serves local 
areas in PG&g's service territory, as opposed to bringing gas in 
from outside the territory. SDG&E as a wholesale customer of SOCal 
argues that the transmission lines it owns should really be 
considered local transmission as well. The Commission allowed for 
the possibility of this differentiation in 0.90-07-055, when it 
specified the guidelines for the utilities' marginal cost filings. 
There is no objection from other parties in the proceedingt and we 
find it appropriate to designate local transmission systems for 
these two utilities here. 

PG&E argues that tM~ estimated demand on a cold wint~r 
day should be used as a demand measure for its local transmission 
system. As a secondary position, it argues for cold year 
coincident peak month demand as the KDM for this function. SDG&E 
argues that the estimated dema~d on the coldest day in 35 years ~ 

should be used because that measure corresponds with the results of 

5 The compressor fuel costs on the transmission systems are 
assigned separately. The unit cost estimate is multiplied by 
average year throughput for allocation purposes. 
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its reliability study. DRA suppOrts a cold year coincident peak 
month measure for PG&E, and extends that recommendation to SoG&Ei 

All of the parties argue that local transmission is the 
bridge between transmission and distribution. LOgically, local 
transmission would be taking gas frOm both flowing supplies and 
storage withdtawal, and transpOrtiilg that gas to local aJ:.ea~. 
Essentialiy, the KDM shOuld be somewhere between transmission and 
distribution. As will be explained more fully below, a peak day 
measure should be used for distribution. we will use a coincident 
peak month measure for local transmission on both the PG&E and the 
SDG&E systems. 

SOCal did not propose a distinction between backbone and 
local transmission in the functionalization of its transmission 
facilities. SoCal does, however, put forward a proposal, as an 
alternate to its reconunended pOsition to treat distribution-milin 
trenching cost as a customer cost, where a separate allocation is 
suggested for its distribution system. AS more fully explained in 
Section 3.1 below, we reject soeal's recommended position on the 
treatment of distribution main trenching costs. We find merit, 
though, in SoCal·s alternate proposal as discussed in Exhibit NO. 
Me-17, at pp. 19-21 to disaggregate its distribution system into 
high-pressure and medium-pressure components. 

socal·s high-pressure distribution ·supply· lines serve a 
function similar to PG&E·s local transmission lines. For example, 
both are used to serve those portions of the UEG load not serVed 
off the backbone transmission system. It may be that Socal and 
PG&E are simply using different criteria for th~ classification of 
lines as distribution or transmission. TO the extent that 
identified pipeline infrastructure is similarly characterized 
between the LOCs, it makes sense to apply a similar cost alloCation 
methodology. 

In addition, as part of our pOlicy to address bypass 
concerns, we are endeavoring to establish a more precise 
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segmentation of the none ore market into customer classes that are 
more homogeneous in terms of the cost causation. on the system. To 
that end; a mote precise segmentation of the intrastate pipeline 
infrastructure by function is advantageous. 

For consistency in our treatment of intrastate pipeline . 
infrastructure between PG&E and soCal, and because it serves our 
goal in addressing the bypass problem, we will recognize the 
distinction between SOCal's high-pressure and medium pressure 
distribution systems for determining marginal demand measures for 
cost allocation. Because of the similarities between PG&E's local 
transmission system and socal's high-pressure distribution system, 
we will also use a cold year COincident peak month marginal demand 
measure for Socal's high-preSsure distribution system. 

In this decision we are unable to develop illustrative 
rates bAsed on the segmentation of soeal's distribution system as 
described above. The medium-pressure distribution system accounts 
for over 86% of common distribution costs. (soCal Rebuttal 
Testimony of witness Van Lierop, p. 42.) As such, the 
illustrative rates shown in this decision are based on a peak day 
narginal demand measure for socal's entire distribution system. We 
order SoCal, as part of the implementation phase of this 
proceeding, to develop demand forecasts and corresponding MDMs that 
will allow the Commission to adopt long-run marginal costs rates 
based on separate marginal demand measures for SoCal's high
pressure and medium-pressure distribution facilities as adopted in 
this decision. SoCal should also provide materials showing the 
distribution facilities used in each class. 
2.3.4 Hargirtal Demand Measures for Storage 

part of the problem in defining MDMs for the storage 
function is determining the extent to which it is appropriate to 
identify subfunctions of storage, and how those subfunctions would 
be used for cost allocation purposes. 
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For storage, PG&E had chosen cold year winter seas6ri as 
the MDM f~r overall storage operations, and then later suggested a 
number of MDMs to correspOnd to an additional exhibit ordered by 
the ALJ that broke storage service down into a number of functions. 
PG&E argues, however, that one overall storage function is mOst 
appropriate at this time. For overall storage DRA agreed that cold 
year winter season was the appropriate MDM. soeal's testimony was 
always divided by function. average year throughput for load 
balancing; withdrawal capacity on extreme peak day: and injection 
capacity based on the amount of injection needed to provide 70 
billion cubic feet (Bcf) of inventory on November 1 of each year. 
McFarland Energy, Inc. (McFarland) believes that subfuncti6ns 
should be identified in the manner that Socal has suggested, but 
has different recommendations about how the overall cost of storage 
should be broken down into subfunctions. 

SDG&E does not operate its own storage facilItiesj but it 
has a contract for storage capacity On the soCal system. Since 
this capacity serves as SDG&E storage, and avoids the need for 
additional interstate capacity by the utility, We will adopt DRA's 
recommendation to include the contract cost as an estimate of 
storage cost and assign these costs in the same way storage is 
assigned to other utilities. 

While the subfunctions of storage are critical to 
unbundling, this is nOt the proceedinq where that unbundling will 
occur. Further, as discussed in Section 3.4, we find the record in 
this proceeding insufficient for subfunctionalization of marginal 
storage costs. For the purposes of cost allocation, an overall 
measure of storage cost responsibility is appropriate, The 
commission adopts cold year winter season because it reflects the 
combination of the storage functions provided by the utilities. 
2.3.5 Marginal Demand Measures for Distribution 

Each of the utilities use a slightly different plAnning 
criteria for their distribution systems. PG&E uses abnormal peak 
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day (A~D) as the primary planning criteria for approximately 90 
percent of its distribution systems. For the remaining 
distribution systems, cold winter day (CWO) are the primary 
planning criteria. PG&E'g APD has a once-in-65 to once-in-lOO year 
probability of occurring-

The primary plannin9 criteria for SOCal's demand-related 
distribution costs is extreme peak day (EPO) demand. SoCal's EPO 
is a once in 60-year probability. SDG&E uses cool-year peak day, 
with a cobl year having a 50\ probability of Occurring each year. 
ORA recommends the use of cold year n6ncoincident peak-months for 
all of the utilities. DRA recommends a broader meAsure of cost 
allocation based on the notion that off-peak users receive benefits 
from the utility system. DRA views on- and Off-peak usage as 
essentially joint products wh~re the relative costs are impossible 
to determine. DRA then posits that a competitive market will set: 
relative prices based on the willingness of on-peak and off-peAk 
users to pay to use the system. 

One of the central principles of marginal cost pricing is 
cost causation; that is, the rates charged should reflect the 
change in the utility's costs that would actually occur if there 
were an increase in demand. An analysis of cost allocation between 
on-peak and ofl-peak use is inconsistent with marginal cost theory. 
ORA's argument confuses the issue between a marginal cost based 
allocation and a value of service pricing scheme. DRA's witness on 
the unit marginal cost of distribution conceded that peak day 
demand is the best measure of cost causation. DRA testified. 

-In performing the regressions, ORA has used 
peak day load estimates as have the utilities. 
This is because they are closer to the actual 
loads that drive the investments and are more 
likely to yield.better regression results.
(EX. KC-34, p. 6-3) 

We agree with SoCal that, absent justification, 
-There is something fundamentally wrong with 
using one measure of demand to calculate unit 
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marqinal cost because it best represents~he 
planning criterion, but then abandoning the. 
proper measure in favor of a different measure 
of demand to allocate costs to customer 
classes.- (socal 0.8. p. 54) 

We do not see a justification for such a treatment in 
this case. As such, we refuse to adopt ORA's marginal demand 
meAsure for di~tribution which the proposed decision of the 
administrative law judge has embraced. ORA's proposal should he 
rejected for two reasons. First, a non-coincident peak month 
measure does not reflect system planning, and it certainly does not 
reflect cost causation. Second, ORA's recommended distribution MDM 
is inconsistent with its load diversification principie. ORA 
explains the farther upstream one goes on the gas transmission 
system, the more loads diversify and storage is better able to 
flatten loads. (Ex. HC-36, p. 2-9) As PG&E points oute 

-The load diversification point applies with·· 
equal force to the relationship between the 
down stream distibution facilities and the 
upstream local transmission facilities. The 
load on a local transmission system is the 
aggregate of the loads from several diverse 
distribution systems. Therefore, the 
distribution MDM should be at least As ·peaky
as the local transmission HDM.- (PG&E O.B. p. 
18. ) 

ORA's recommendation of a flatter cold year noncoincident 
peak month marginal demand measure for distribution is inconsistent 
with its recommendation for a cold year coincident peak month 
allocator for the upstream local transmission facilities. 

We adopt the utilities' recommendations of peak day 
marginal demand measu~es for their distribution systems. we are 
not convinced that the claimed inaccuracies in peak-day demAnd 
measures is cause not to move fo~ard now and adopt a peak dAy 
marginal demand measu~e methodology for the utilities' distribution 
systems. 
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For a local distribution gas utility; core peak demand ~ 

drives the system peak demand and core demand yaries primarily with 
temperature, reaching its peak in winter with space heating demand. 
Thereforet forecasting peak day demand implies two stepst firstt 
forecasting the abnormal (or extreme) peak day temperature; and 
second, using this peak day temperature forecast to forecast the 
peak day demand. We will address each of these issues, in turn. 

By the nature of its definition as an extreme value; the 
abnormAl peak temperature will not recur every year. Instead, the 
LDC must select a reasonable recurrence interval; for example, 
SoCa.l has selected a one in sixty year criterion, which implies 
that SoCal plans to install facilities which will meet expected 
core demand on even the coldest day ekpected to occur in a sixty 
year interval. Naturally, the selection of the length of this 
recurrence interval should not be arbitrary but should balance the 
cost of these facilities with the benefit deriVed by the core. 
TURN expresses this resource planning issue which needs to be 
addressed by the utilities. (TURN O.B. pp. 34-36). A careful 
examination of this cost-benefit problem indicates that the LDC 
should evaluate that facility costs over a range of temperatures 
(i.e., recurrence intervals) and corresponding core demands. We 
note that SDG&E has chosen to use a methodology which identities 
the cost-effective recurrence interval. 

The LDC must devise a method to forecast the most extreme 
temperature which will occur during this recurrence interval. The 
LDC can forecast the abnormal peak day temperature through one of 
two approaches, each represented by one of the two major LDCs in 
this proceeding. In one approach, PG&E refers to a recurrence 
interval of one day in ninety-five years and directly adopts as the 
extreme temperature value, the lowest temperature which actually 
occurred on any day since 1929. In the other approach, soCal uses 
a model to forecast the extreme temperature value which will occur 
in its recurrence interval of 6ne day in sixty years. In its 
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approach, socal uses as input to estimate the parameters of its 
model, the lowest actual (or extreme) te¢perature values which have 
occurred in each year in a sample of years spanning the last 
several decades. SoCal then uses the model to forecast the 
temperature which will recur with a probability of Once in sixty 
years. 

This extreme temperature is then translated into 
corresponding core demand. In its approach, PG&E has used daily 
data from 1984 through 1989 to estimate a single relationship 
between daily demand and system-wide daily temperature. PG&E then 
uses these estimated parameters of this relationship to forecast 
the demand when the extreme temperature occurs. In implementing 
this method, PG&E gathers temperature data from several stations 
and formS the system-wide temperature with a customer-weighted 
average. 

Seeal has also estimated a daily demand model, hut from a 
database which uses information from a completed survey of several 
hundred individual customers. The structure of socal's daily 
demand model strongly resembles its end-use demand model and 
includes not only daily temperature, but alsO several other 
variAbles which characterize the customer's appliances and 
household size. Moreover, model parameters can vary across soCal's 
several temperature zones. TO forecast demand on an abnormal peak 
day, Soeal inputs the extreme temperature value into this mOdel. 

In the future, refinement of the cost allocators that we 
adopt today will require more complete and accurate end-use data. 
Although significant work has been done in the area of extreme 
temperature forecasting and its translation into demand, LRMC 
methodologies will benefit through more accurate data and 
refinement of forecasting techniques. We believe that the LDCs 
could benefit from a critical examination of the relative benefits 
of each other's formulation of both the forecast of extreme 
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. The MOMs we· have ch()~~n· for computing -And a.1lociltiliq· 
marginal cost revenues are those that beilt reflect cost 
responsibility. The KDHs are summarized in Tabl.e 1. 
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2.4 Capital-Related Marginal Cost 
We have four methods of estimating the marginal· cost ·6f 

capital investments for consideratioflJ present worih,(Pw); total 
investment; The National Economic Research Associ~tes~' Inc. (NERA) 

.regressionJ and discounted total investment. By briefing, ·.parties 
reached consensus oil the total investment method; except for PG&E 
and the City of Vernon (Vernon) who prefer PW and SDG&E who 
advocates the NERA regression method and, as an alternatiVe, the 
discounted total investment method. In more detaili the four 

methodologies areJ 
1. The Total InVestment methodology computes an 

arithmetic average by dividing the total 
investment during the planning horizon by the 
total load growth during the same period. The 
resulting unit marginal cost is then annualized 
using a Real Economic carrying cost (RECC) 
factor. The RECC capital amortization formula 
levelizes a stream of future payments ina . 
manner similar to an annuity calculation but 
with an inflation adjustment. RECC models . 
incorporate assumptions for service life, 
sAlvage value, cost of capital, inllatiOn 
rates, and discount rates. 

2. The NERA Regression methodology uses a model 
developed by NERA to obtain a mArginal unit 
capital cost by regressing the cumulative 
chAnges in investment with cumulative changes 
in load. parties used a combination of 
historical and forecast period data. The 
marginal unit cost is then annualized using the 
RECC factor discussed above. 

3. Present Worth methodology computes the 
difference between the present value Of a 
planning period's stream of system inves~ments, 
assuming project spending commences in the 
current year, and the present value of the same 
stream of investments, assuming project 
spending is delayed one year. The difference 
between the two present value streams is 
annualized by dividing by the average annual 
change in the demand measure used for the 
planning horizon. 
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4. The Discounted Total Ir'rvestrnent method computes 
a marginal unit cost by dividing the present 
value of the planning periOd's investments by 
the total load growth. A present value is used 
in the numerator to give additions further into 
the future. less weight than investments in 
earlier: time periodS. The marqinal unit coSt 
is then annualized using an RECC factor. 

The Commission guidelines adopted in D.90-07-055 directed 
that the PW method be used in calculating marginal cost for 
transmission and storage investments. These investments generally 
are large and expensive system additions and the Commission wanted 
to reflect the future costs in current rates as it. signal to guide 
customers' usage. Commission Advisory and compliance Division's 
(CACD) Workshop Report recommended PG&E's PH method because it 
incorporated, in a manner far simpler than the Energy Reliability 
Index (ERI) used on the electric side, a means of adjusting LRKCs 
to -be low in times of capacity surplus, rising to full cost when 
capacity is constrained.- (Workshop Report, p. 17.) 

The hearing record provides substantial evidence that the 
PW method should not be used for calculating marginal capital 
costs. The method's feature of signaling future costs in current 
rates is outweighed by its two primary disadvantagest it produces 
volatile rate spikes and it fails to recOver full investment costs. 
Both Edison and DRA discuss specific examples in their opening 
briefs. Other parties, such as CIG, focus on PH's inability to 
signal capacity shortages. We are concerned that the type of rate 
volatility demonstrated by the PW method would encourage long-te~ 
anti-bypass contracts when the rates are low that would prove to be 
uneconomic in later years. 

The Commission's electric methodology uses the NERA 
regression model annualized with the RECC to calculate marginal 
capital costSi DRA's Phase I testimony initially recommended this 
methodology be used for transmission, storage, and distribution. 
Its recommendation changed when it found regression could produce 
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anomalous results for lumpy inv~stments in transmission and 
storage. witness Comnes states. -The:~egression method cloesfind 
a slope 6£ a line based on cumulative inVestment to cumulative 
demand growth. And there's nothing to stop it from basically 
getting a large negative intercept. And that can provide for very 
high marginal costs even in situations where total investment over 
the forecast period is falling.- (Tr. 7118931-2.) ORA did not 
find this problem with distribution investments but recommended -the 
simpler total investment method be used consistently for all three 

functions. 
We adopt the total investment method for transmission and 

storage marginal costs. The NERA regression approach yielded a 
strong correlation for distribution systems and we will adopt it 
for this function. By this decision, we do not suggest that it 
would be inappropriate for the COmmission to consider adopting the 
Present Worth methodology, distinguished as a -trial run- in th~ 
proposed decision in PG&E's General Rate CAse, A.91-11-036, etal. 
The record in that proceeding differs from what is before us here. 
No party advanced the discounted total investment methOd as its 
preferred method and PG&E, while accepting total investment and 
regression as second and third-best alternatives, respectively, 
strongly opposes this method as not bearing -any conceptual 
connection whatsoever with a marginal cost- (Reply Brief, p. 31). 

While we will use a RECC factor in annualizing unit 
costs, we note that the models used should be carefully examined 
for their underlying assumptions. TURN questioned the differences 
between utilities' models and SOCal's witness Hr. Van Lierop 
~esponded satisfactorily in rebuttal testimony (EX. He-93, 
pp. 26-7). We do not find persuasive Vernon's recommendation that 
inflation be recognized by adjusting the total utility ~evenue 
requirement in each utility's annual attrition case rather than in 

the RECC factor. 
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We do not place a'high priority ()Il developing an-EN! 
mechanism for gas, as recommended by DRA. The precess for 
developing the electric ERI has been extremely complex and lengthy, 
We have a full gas agenda before us in the next year and believe 
today's mArket has substantial capacity. 
2.5 Marginal Cost Expense~ and 

LOading Factors 

The common expenses associated with utility functions are 
operating and maintenance (O&M), material and supplies (M&S), 
administration and general (A&G), general plant (GP), cash working 

_capital (ewe), and franchise fees and uncollectibles (FF&U). The 
commission guidelines for LRMC studies issued in D.90-07-055 
provides no direction for methodolOgy other than ·add 
administrative and general and operating and maintenance expenses· 
(37 CPUC2d 66, 69). The lack of specificity appeArs to stem from 
the limited discussion of these issues by parties at the LRMC 
workshops held February 6-9, 1990 (CACD Workshop Report, April 13, 
1990, p. 4). The only party asking for further specificAtion prior 
to the February 1, 1992 utility filings was DRA, who requested the 
respondent utilities explicity address the marginal cost basis of 
all included O&M and A&G expenses (AtJ Ruling JAnuary 3, 1992; 
p. 3). 

parties have a great deal to address in this proceeding 
and have appropriately focused primary attention on costs of 
greater significance. We commend soCal and SDG&E for the progress 
they did make in analyzing marginal components. We note 
specifically in the following discussion where further analysis 
should be undertaken and addressed in the first BCAPs subsequent to 
implementation. 
2.5.1 Operating and Maintenance 

All parties agree there are two categories of Operating 
and Maintenance (O&M) costs, demand-related and customer-related. 
There is less controversy on the customer-related costs and in the 
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areas that do exist, we find electric methodology to be woll

defined and applicable. 
D.86-08-083 (pacific Gas and Electric Company (1986) 21 

CPUC2d 613, 615) specificallyt excludes marketing, service 
planning, and load management expenses ftom marginal customer cost 
expenses; provides fot reflection of improvement costs for access 
equipment of existing customers; and uses a weighted customer 
average rather than investment level for class allocation. The 
remaining area of difference is inclusion of uncollectibles. SDG&E 
includes account uncollectibles in this classification and PG&E 
includes them in a separate FF&U category. We find both incorrect, 
based on soeal's assessment of uncollectibles: 

.uncollectible costs were not included in 
marginal customer costs •. Instead, the 
uncollectibles costs will be treated as a 
marginal revenue cost (a cost prOpOrtional to 
revenues collected).- (Ex. MC-16. p. 41.) 

parties have more significant differences in demand
related O&H expenses, PG&E and socal relate O&K directly to plant 
by calculating an O&H/plant ratio using multiple-year data. SOG&E 
and TURN express marginal O&H as a function of the amount of actual 
(average year) gas throughput flowing through the system rather 
than inVestment. ORA adopts a hybrid approach of calculating a 
separate unitized O&H cost by an O&M/MDH ratio which is linked to 
plant investment through the plant planning criteria; its witness 
proposes annual throughput as an alternative. eIG supports DRA's 
KDM methodology for A&G and GP as being consistent with the 10nq
established method Of treating these costs in the case of electric 
utilities. He adopt ORA'S methodology, using current period costs, 
on an interim basis. We would like to see further development of 
socal's attempt to segregate O&K into labor, nonlabor, and 
nonmarginal classifications and we would like each utility to 
perform regression analyses similar to SDG&E to examine correlation 
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Of O&M to throughput. We alsO find r&as6nable and adopt.the 
following adjustments. 

Reassignment of PG&E's ~&ter and regulators 
(Accounts 876 and 890) frOm the custOmer 
function to the distribution function based 
on PERC account descriptions. 

Adjustment.of SOG&Eis distribution accOunts 
887 and 892 to reflect labor cost savings 
from future plastic pipe Installations. 
This is consistent with the capital cost 
inclusion of technological improvements made 
in later sectiOns. 

Reassignment of socal's mains related costs 
from the customer function to the 
distribution function, consistent with our 
rejection of the minimum distribution system 
proposal in section 3.2. 

2.5.2 Material and Supplies 
Parties addressing this issue generally express the M&S 

loader in terms of changes in plant (SoCal and SDG&E) or rate base 
(PG&E and TURN). DRA has concerns with both approaches as the 
loader is expressed in terms of embedded plant but applied to 
marginal plant. DRA proposes the same approach used in O&M, which 
expresses the loader in terms of units of throughput reflected in 
the MOMs for each functional category. As the MDMs are a measure 
of the planning criteria, a relationship to plant is preserved 
without using plant directly. This approach appears reasonable. 
2.5.3 Administrative and General 

The principle issue for A&G is whether to use embedded 
cost based alloeators developed by PG&E and SDG&E or apply SoCal's 
marginal analysis methodology. SOCal analyzes the extent to which 
each account is marginal or nonmarginal and its A&G study shows 
that approximately 51% of its A&G costs are nonmarqinal. This 
methodology is also supported by SCUPP and TURU. ORA developed 
proxy estimates of marginal A&G costs for PG&E and SDG&E from 
Socal's study and proposed results that while similar to PG&E and 
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SDG&E's own estimates, have a marginal tatherthafi ernbedded.basis. 
~e adopt this for interim methodology and direct PG&E and SDG&Eto 
perform their own system studies applyinq socal's analysis. 

Vernon requests that wholesale customers be excused from 
any responsibiiity for 50 percent of the A&G compOnent of the 
revenue requirement. We find there is insufficient evidence On the 
record to support this request. 
2.5.4 General Plant 

General Plant is proposed as a ratio tot plant by PG&E; 
rate base by SDG&E; and O&~ labor by socal, DRA, TURN, SCUPP, and 
CIG. The major components ofqeneral plant are buildings, 
furniture, computers, and communications equipment. We agree with 
SoCal and ORA that these components are generally purchased to 
support labor intensive activities and, consequently, the cOsts 
vary more with the number of employees than with the miles of pipe. 
SoCal and ORA each propose a distinct calculation. We accept DRA's 
proposal, as it is consistent with the methodology adopted for the 
other loaders. 
2.5.5 Cash Working Capital 

~he only two parties to propose a cwe loader ate PG&E and 
SDG&E. we find that working capital is caused by factors broader 
than plant or rate base and, therefore, should be reflected in 
terms of the total size of utility revenues and expenses and 
captured by EPMC in the revenue allocation phase. 
3. Marginal Cost of utility FunctionS 

and Class Revenue AllOcation 

3.1 Marginal Customer Costs and Revenues 
Marqinal customer-tela ted costs measure the cost of a 

customer's access to the gas utility'S supply system. 
All three utilities filed a base-case using the service, 

regulator, and meter (SRM) investment cost method pursuant to the 
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guldAlin~s established in D.90-07-055. 6 Tha i~sues of difler'nce 
among parties are. 

TURN and PG&E advocate a new customer only 
(NCO) method of assassing capital costs to 
each class rather than the market rentAl 
approach used by other parties. 

SoCal increases customer-related capital 
costs by adding a minimum distribution 
system calculation to th~ base-case SRM 
methodology. 

ORA advocates including increased trenching 
costs for the service line replacements. No 
opposition remains to using class specific 
service line length. 

The NCO and minimum distribution system proposals are 
issues that the Commission has previously considered for electric 
marginal cost pricing- In San Diego Gas & Electric co~pany (1.988) 

30 cpuC2d 299, we chose to replace an incremental/decreinental 
ml.!thod similar to NCO in favor of recognizing the oppOrtunity costs 
of existing facilities as the long-run marginal costol expanding 

service. 
-Finally, we believa tha most appropriate 
methodology for determining the cost of access 
equipment is ORA'S rental market approach. We 
recognize that our rejection of the 
incremental/decremental methodology contradicts 
the discussion contained in 0.86-06-083, PG&E's 
1986 ECAC proceeding. However, the proceedings 
over the last two years have given us an 
opportunity to understand the marginal cost 
principles involved with marginal customer 
costs better than we did two years ago. 
Accordingly, it is now clear that the 
incrementalldecremantal methodology is not 

6 The service drop-regulator-meter (SRK) measurement of gas 
premise aquipment was adopted as comparable to electric service's 
transformer-service drop-meter (TSH) in 0.90-07-055. See also 
discussion in CACO Workshop Report, April 1990, p. 13. 
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consistent with our marginal cost prinCi~l~i:a~ 
discussed abOve.-

The NCO proposals of TURN and PG&E provide nop~rsuasive 
reaSOns for the Commission to deviate from established methodolOgy. 
TURN labels its proposal a -second-choice- alternatiVe to hookup 
charges and PG&E advances a proposal consistent with a request in 
its pending electric general rate case but with little theoretlcai 
support provided here. we choose instead to adopt the well
developed rental market approach used for the last four years in 
electric. We may revisit this issue if the -trial run- of new 
methodology adopted by the Commission in PG&E's iatestgeneral rate 
case, A,91-11-036, et al. proves successful. 

In the same SDG&E electric decision we also clearly 
articulated our reasons for rejecting the minimum distribution 
system proposalt 

-The classification of common distribution costs 
as either demand or customer-related was a 
major area of controversy •. SDG&E estimAted the 
customer-related portion of common distribution 
costs using a proxy for the 'minimum 
distribution system' method. This method 
assumes that 50~of ~on-ener9i~edfacilitles 
and 25% of the energ~zed fac~l~ties required to 
provide customers with access through the 
distribution system are customer-related.-

* * * 
-Ne prefer the approach of identifying specific 
equipment as access related and assigning the 
investment costs directly to the appropriate 
customer class. While there is not a clear 
line of distinction between demand and customer 
related equipment, we believe the TSM method 
provides us with the best approximation. 
Accordingly, we will treat the remaining commOn 
distribution costs as demand-related.-

SoCal's proposal for a minimum distribution system 
component does not specifically identify the distrlbuti6n cost 
component attributable to customers, but instead relies on the 
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recorded accounting costs of trenching as a proxy. ~he company 
also proVides evidefu::e through a regression Analysis study of a 
high correlation between distribution investment and number of 
customers. While supportive, this evidence is not conclusive. The 
zero-intercept method of calculation, advocated by eIG and vernon t 

is considered but not proposed by SoCal. zerO-intercept 
methodology has also been unsuccessfully advanced on the electric
side. TURN advocAtes a HOS calculation (using trenching proXy or 
zero-intercept) be excluded from both marginal customer and demand 
methodology as it is a component driven by density and location, 
not the number of customers or demand. 

In the middle of the SoCal and TURN positions is the SRK 
methodology adopted in D.90-07-055 and recommended by PG&E, SDG&E, 
and DRA. Socal and eIG argue that SRM is not directly analogous to 
the ~SM electric methodology because transformers serve multiple 
customers. We find, however, SRK is substantially comparable to 
TSH and draws the -brightest line- between customer and demand 
related costs. Therefore, we adopt the proposed methodology. 

Consistent with the use of SRK for small customers is the 
cost assignment of dedicated, exclusive-use, tacilities to large 
customers. SDG&E raised the issue that inconsistencies existed 
between utilities in assignment of dedicated costs. DRA 
investigated and made some adjustments but did not have the time 
and data available to complete. Each respondent utility should 
ensure that all large customers' dedicated cost assignments are 
included in its implementation filinq. 

A related issue is the tr~atment of large exclusive-use 
facilities planned to be built to serve a customer. DRA identified 
Transmission Line 6900 ekpansion in socal's Resource plan and 
correctly classified the costs instead as a marginal customer cost 
for wholesale customer SDG&E as well as an part of SDG&E's own 
investment plan. 
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ORA's position that future replacement -of existing 
service lines with gas-onlY trenching and pavement cutting and 
resurfacing creates a significantly hi9her cost than new 
installation and therefore must be reflected in the marginal cost 
is also consistent with electric LIUfC methodology. 0.86-08-083 
defines customer-related costs to include replacement and 
improvement costs for existing customers' access equipment as part 
of customer-related costs. In this proceeding we use available 
soCal and PG&E data showing replacement cost is about twicathat of 
new installation and direct the utilities to keep separate records 
of. replacement costs and new business for the service lines/as 
well as tracking the trenching share to the gas company for new 
installations, to better measure the cost resulting from adoption 
of the replacement cost assumption. 

-
We can also use the Commission's experience in electric 

marginal costing in deciding another issue before us. As discussed 
aboVe, D.86-09-083 provides for improvement costs for access 
equipment of existing customers and an explicit adjustment fOr 
plastic pipe is clearly within this definition. 
3.2 Marginal Distribution Costs 

and Revenues 

The issues of greatest contention, mArginal demand 
measures, annualization methodology, and a minimum distribution 
system, are addressed in Sections 2.1, 2.4, and 3.1. The remaining 
issues aret 

TURN's removal of trenching costs from 
marginal demand costs and treatment of a 
substantial pOrtion of the remaining 
marginal distribution costs as a one-time 
hookup charge attributable to new customers 
only. 

Reflecting the UEG load served by Socai in 
marginal distribution cost allocation. 

DRA's adjustment for future replacement 
costs. 
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The time period to Use for facility 
investments. 

- ." 

TURN proposes that the costs of trenching (or of the NOS 
as measured by zero-intercept) should be treated as rton-marqinal 
with respect to both demand and number of customerst artdthe 
remaining distribution investments should be viewed as 80% due to 
new load and treated as a one-time hookup charge attributable only 
to new customers and 20% as a traditional demand-related cost 
attributable to all customers. TURN's NCO approach is very similar 
to its argument advanced for customer costs but less -pure- in 
isolating new customer cost responsibility. 

We acknowledge the difficulty of all methodologies in 
identifying with precision what are marginal demand-related 
distribution costs. In this area we chose to adopt an approach 
that is consistent with our customer-cost methodology, which only 
classifies as customer-related those costs clearly associated with 
providing access to the gas system. PG&E expresses well our 
rationale. 

Splitting the distribution system into customer 
related and demand related components adds 
additional complexity to the marginal cost 
calculations without giving any particular 
assurance of better accuracy. Just as one 
could arque that sOme component of the 
distribution facilities is customer related, . 
one could also argue that some component of. the 
SRM facilities is demand related. (Ex. MC-73, 
pp. 1-8 - 1-9 • ) 

The better approach in.this case is the 
simpler, bright-line SRK approach! which treats 
all SRK facilities as customer re ated,and all 
distribution facilities as demand related. 
(EX, KC-78, p. 1-9). PG&E O.B. p. 37. 

soCal's filing showed no UEG load at distribution level. 
After a request for information for the record, SOCal introduced at 
hearing on July 21, 1992 Exhibit 45. This document identifies, each 
UEG customer and each UEG customer's plant served by SoCal, as well 
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as the volumes at each location served at transmissi6n and at 
distribution based on 1991 record~d deli~eries. Exhibit 4S'shows 
10 of S6Cal's 23 UEG customer plants, 8.3i of annual UEG 
deliveries, are served at distribution level. socal's ignorance in 
this matter causes some concern regarding the fundamental data 
underlying LRHC. Given our desire to address the segmentation of 
Socal's distribution into high- and medium-pressure components, 
SoCal is directed to include applicable UEG load in the respective 
components for cost allOcation in its implementation filing. 

DRA's future replacement cost adjustment is consistent 
with the methOdology and rationale for measurement of marginal 
customer-costs and should also be applied in calculating marginal 
distribution costs. In addition, SDG&E retirements should be 
adjusted for the relative cost difference between new and 
replacement work prior to netting them out of the rate base 
additions used in the HERA regression. 

Parties differed in the time period to USe for facility 
investments. ORA, SOG&E, and Vernon prefer a 10-year historical 
and S-year forecasted mix, while PG&E and Socal prefer historical 
only. We find the argument for a longer period consisting of 10 
years historical and 5 years forecast to be persuasive. 
3.3 Marginal Transmission Costs 

and Revenues 

All issues for marginal intrastate transmission have been 
addressed in the resource plan and earlier sections. We do have, 
however, an issue concerning marginal interstate transmission 
costs. 

In a January 3, 1992 ruling, the ALJ directed the 
respondents to include interstate pipeline costs in their base-case 
studies, consistent with the workshop report and guidelines. 

Both PG&E and SoCal use the weighted average rate of 
interstate pipelines on the margin as a basis for their interstate 
transmission marginal cost and SDG&E uses the guideline methodology 
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'·Of a specific expansion pipeline as a proxy. TURNls testimony 
supports SOG&E's method and objects to SoCal's approach of 
including existing pipelines, which significantly understates cost. 

No party in the proceeding, ,including the respondent 
utilities, argue that estimates of interstate transmission marginal 
costs are necessary for retail ratemaking. Most agree with SDG&E's 
pOsition that the current capa.city brokering proc~eding'obviates 
the necessity of providing these types 6£ estimates 7 • ,,' TURN 
advbcates adopting interstate margintll transmission cOsts for Use 
in cost-effectiveness analysis and Other purposes; however, as oRA 
cautionsj 

In certain commission proceedings, estima~es of 
interstate transmission marginal costs will be 
useful. For example, UEG marginalgcls costs, 
including interstate transmission marginal , 
costs, may be used for qualifying facility (QF) 
aVOided cost pricIng. However, giVen the 
vari~ty of pipeline options now available to 
california, the interstate transmission 
marginal cost may vary from customer to 
customer. Thus, adopting an LDC interstate 
transmission marginal cOst may not serVe any 
useful purpose. 

Based on the record here, we will refrain trom adopting a 
LRMC methodology for interstate-transmission marginal costs. 
3.4 Marginal storage Costs 

and Revenues 

Storage unbundling proposals are being separately and 
contemporaneously considered in the storage investigAtion, 
1.87-03-036, with the program proposals of SOCal And PG&E. OUr 
objective in this proceeding is to define a long-run marginal cost 

7 Interstate transmission costs will be charged to core 
customers at FERC-approved rates and will be an optional service to 
noncore customers per our capacity brokering decisions, D.91-11-0~5 
and 0.92-07-025. 
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'6f storage methodology that reflects today's systems and can,also 
be adapted to possibly unbundled storage services. Unlike the 
other functions of customer cost, distribution, and transmission, 
we have attempted to subfunctionalize the costs and the cost 
allocation. Socal filed its testimony with marginal unit costs and 
allocation for the subfunctiofis of injection, withdrawal, 
inventory, and load balancing. PG&E filed its testimony Ort" an 
aggreqated storage basis but, when requested by the ALJ, filed 
supplemental testimony for the subfunctions of load balancing, 
seasonal cycling and APD Protection. 

The hearing record is contentious, particularly On the 
issue of load balancing. Even in identifying the subfunctlons, 
while most parties agree on classification by injection, 
withdrawal, and inventory, PG&E asserts there is no data on the 
record in this proceeding to allow its facilities to be so 
classified. socal also based its noncore demand estimates not on 
reliability criteria but instead on a proposed storage program 'it 
has since withdrawn. By closing briefs, only McFarland and CGMG 
remain supportive of the Commission subiuflcti6nalizing LRMC for 
storage in this proceeding_ SoCal statest 

Among the issues that should be decided in th~ 
storage investigation are&, (1) what storaga 
costs are attributable to load balancing 
service and how should those costs be allocated 
among customer classes? (2) what is the amount 
of inventory capacity that should be reserved 
and allocated to seasonal cycling for the core 
and wholesale classes, and what is the demand 
for unbundled inventory capacity available to 
the noncore class? (3) how much injection 
capacity should be allocated to the core in 
light of the inventory capacity that will be 
allocated to it? (Reply Brief, pp. 28-29.) 

We find the evidentiary record here only suppOrts 
adopting aggregate marginal storAge costs. ~he issues of load 
balancing, subfunctionalization, and optimal investment leVels have 
been further developed in three weeks of hearings in i.87-03-036 
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and SoCal's relate~ application. If a decision in the storage 
proceeding authorizes SoCal to unbundle its st~i'age services, then 
socal should present a subfunctionalized showing in the 
implementation proceeding. The showing should combine the factual 
findings in the storage proceeding with the methodology adopted 
here. 
3.5 Xarginal Energy Costs and 

Residual Air Emission Values 

The Commission'S guidelines did not direct energy 
marginal cost be included in the base-cases because the commodity 
is unbundled from noncore rates. No utility included this function 
in its filing and the only party to advocate its consideration, 
TURN, recommends that should the commission develop a full LRKC 6f 
gas for resource evaluation and planning purposes, use of the 
Energy Commission's most recently adopted long-term gas price 
forecast would best suit the purpose. 

Several parties did address the need for a residual 
emissions value similar to the electric methodology. TURN 
testified that consistency with electric ratemaking requires air 
emissions values be included as a commodity-related cost tied to 
actual therm usage, regardless of from whom the gas was purchased. 
The value of residual emissions from natural gas combustion would 
vary seasonally as well as across customer classes due to 
differences in typical combustion temperatures for various end 
uses. TURN recommends the Commission adopt the principle here and 
direct the utilities to include estimates of such costs in their 
BCAP implementation filings. 

No other pArty recommends the issue be resolved this 
quickly. DRA supports further investigation, but would delay 
consideration until after the first BCAPs following issuance of 
this decision. PG&E and SDG&E assert no party provided substantive 
testimony on the issue and, therefore, it would be premature to do 
anything more than identify the topic as a possible area for future 
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examination. SOCal objects to the reflection of gas emissions' cost 
in it~- gas rates because it does not believe emissions costs are 
reflected in the cost of other competing energy sources and because 
implementation would result in shifts in cost allocation. 
Opposition to consideration of residual emissions values also comes 
from SCUPP and CIG. Their jointly spOnsored rebuttal testimony 
recommends TURN's propOsal be rejected because it encourages 
bypass. They assert this occurs because the volumetric allocation 
of emission costs would shift additional revenue responsibility to 
high load factor nOncore customers, who have pOtentially more 
alternatives to utility transportation service than do others. 

We find, consistent with electric energy policy, residual 
emissions values should be addressed in ratemaking. The 
development of values on the electric-side has been a complex and 
lengthy process. This iSsue does not have near-term priority. We 
will consider addressing this issue in our first re-evaluation of 
LRMC methodology after the 1993 and 1994 BCAPs. 
4. Reconciliation of ~ginal Cost 

Revenues to Revenue Requirement 

Marginal cost revenues need to be scaled to the embedded
based authorized revenue requirement under our ratemakirtg 
procedures. It would only be by coincidence that marginal cost 
revenues would equal a utility'S embedded cost revenue requirement. 
Without some type of reconciliation, the utilities will either 
receive a windfall if marginal cost revenues are greater than the 
revenue requirement or a shortfall if the marginal cost revenues 
are less than the revenue requirement. The reconciliation step 
provides ihe companies with a reasonable opportunity to earn their 
authorized revenue requirement. 

Our objective is to do this in a fair manner that 
preserves the efficient pricing signals of mArginal cost. parties 
used the Equal Percent of Marginal Cost (EPMC) developed in 
electric ratemakinq with recommended adjustments for natural gas 
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applicationS. Two types of adjustments are proposedt 

1. EPMC by function. PG&E recommends marginal cost:revenues 
for each function be reconciled to the embedded revenues associated 
with that {unction. SDG&E and other wholesale customers recommend 
a functionalization that separates transmission and storage frOm 
distribution-related costs. 

2. ·Separate treatment of nonbase revenues suoh as pipeline 
demand charges, balancing accounts and transition costs that have 
previously been established with specific core/noncore allocation 
and risk sharing methodology. 

Electric ratemaking is done by -EPMC on total- 9 • PG&E 
proposed a functional approach for gas to eliminate cross-subsidies 
between functions, thereby better positioning itself to compete in 
potentially unbundled services such as storage and intrastate 
transmission. Wholesale customers and Vernon support 
functionalization to isolate themselves from any common 
distribution costs. PG&E1s testimony states. 

-EPHC revenue reconciliation by function ensures 
that the embedded costs for each component of 
the system are allocated only to those 
customers using that component. For example, 
under EPMC by function, a customer class using 
transmission-only service would be allocated 
only the class share of the embedded 

8 CGMG did not advocate revenue reconciliation with EPMC for any 
unbundled services. pricing services at lonq-run marginal costs 
will force the utility to operate more efficiently and to make 
economically efficient investment decisions regarding plant . 
expansions. In the short run( if there are stranded costs that 
have to be recovered somehow in the utllitr's rates, Its witness 
recommended the costs be allocated among a 1 customers through 
·some sort of a 'base rate' concept- (CGMG 0.8. p.19). 

9 Under this approach, each class' marginal revenue 
responsibility is scaled up (or down) by the percentage difference 
between total system marginal cost revenues and total system 
embedded cost revenue responsibility. 
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~ransmission revenue requirement. Thus; there
is.no cross subsidy amqng,customers using 
different components of the transportation 
system. -

* * 
-Additionally, the functional _reconciliation 
will provide the foundation for the unbundling 
of services that PG&E expects to see as an 
outcom~ of. the storage unbundling proceeding 
(1.87-03-036)1 the capacity brokering 
proceedinq (I. 88-08-018) and the FERC'S Mega
NOPR. Costs for any unbundled serVices can 
simply be treated separately in the cost 
allocation process if and when the service 
becomes unbundled, without affecting the 
allocation of the rest of the revenue 
requirement. Furthermore, reconciling by 
function will allow PG&E to compete with other 
providers of unbundled transportation service 
who price their service At embedded cost and do 
not subsidize other functions in their 
pricinq. • 

SoCal, ORA, Edison, TURN, CIG, and SCUPP suppOrt 
reconciliation to -EPMC on total-. ORA'S testimony shows 
mathematically that PG&E's approach loses all demand-driven 
marginal cost information. Further, it states -The essential 
benefit of marginal cost based rates is in fact the redistribution 
of ratemaking costs amongst the various aspects of utility service 
to reflect current and future market conditions for each service 
function- (EX. MC-36, Pi 1-5). Generally, the marginal costs for 
transmission and storage are higher than the book~valued capital 
assets while marginal distribution and customer-costs are quite 
close to embedded costs. opponents of EPMC by function agree with 

Edison's assessmentt 
-(1) it does not use the marginal cost 
information developed in phase II (2) EPMC by 
total results in more efficient outcomes than 
EPMC by function, (3) marginal costs, not 
embedded costs, are the relevant measure of 
subsidies so PG&E's proposal to scale back 
revenues to embedded levels actually increases 
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rather than decreases the pOtential for cross 
subsidization; and (4) EPMC by totAl is 
c6nsistent with unbundling so long as the 
utility has the ability to flexibly price 
between its EPMC-scaled price and marginal 
cOsts.- (Edison O.B' I p. 33.) 

The arguments of SDG&E, Palo Alto, Vernon, and LOng Beach 
that EPMC by total unfairly allocates them retail distribution 
costs hinges on whether embedded Or marginal costing provides the 
accurate measure Of cost incurrence. As SCuPP arguesl 

-PG&E advocates functional scaling, but its 
witness acknowledged the mathematical 
correctness Of ORA's analysis. And the witness 
for San Diego Gas & Electric company ('SOG&E'), 
while complaining of 'cross-subsidies' in the 
proposals of SoCalGas and ORA, recognizes that 
the 'subsidy' results from the marginal cOst 
calculations themselves, not the reconciliation 
method. In short, the critics of 
reconciliation by total (or 'true') EPMC appear 
to quArrel with the results, not the method 
itself. Their recommendations should therefore 
be rejected.- (SCUPP O.B., pp. 29-30.) 

We find EPMC by total to be appropriate for natural gas 
as well as electric ratemaking. We cannot suppOrt at this time 
wholesalers' argument that embedded rather than marginal costs 
better reflect the cost of facilities they utilize as this is 
contrary to the fundamental premise of this proceeding. The 
concern expressed with being included in a revenue reconciliation 
scaler is also problematic. In this proceeding, marginal c61i;ts are 
scaled up, but in future proceedings wholesale customers could 
ben~fit from the scaling down of LRHC to a revenue requiremerit. We 
rej~ct the use of embedded costs--£unctional EPMc--t6 set their 
reVenue allocation or justify a different revenue reconoiliation 
treatment. We remain concerned that the unique nature of wholesale 
customers may warrant treatment that correctly excludes them from 
cost allocations. 
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The next issue is de'£ining the base reVenues for EPMC. ' 
PG&E proposes the entire revenue requir~roent be reconciled by EPHC. 
SDG&E proposes treating existing balancing account balances by 
established allocation methOdology and costs incurred after LRMC 
implementation by EPMC. Socal, ORA, TURN, and other parties 
support retaining the existing balancing account treatment due to 
the Commission's previous determination o£ customer obligations and 
considerations of equity. 

Gas ratemAking differs from electric in that we have 
divided gas customers into a core/noncore grouping and assigned 
each different cost responsibilities. When the Commission 
instituted gas restructuring it designated certain costs as 
-transition costs· and elected to allocate these costs on an equal 
cents/therm basis. We also determined the fixed costs assigned to 
the core are fully protected by a balancing account while the 
utility is at risk for 2si of the fixed costs allocated to the 
noncore. Lastly, we recently decided in our capacity brokering 
D.92-07-025 that interstate pipeline demand charges should be 
unbundled and assigned directly to different customers. 

we will retain existing balancing account treatment for 
the implementation phase and revisit the issue in the next HCAP 
cycle. We will also continue to treAt LOst and Unaccounted For Gas 
(LUAF) on an equal cents per therm basis until socal and SDG&E 

submit the results of their studies and PG&E updates its supporting 
data. We find reasonable DRA's recommendation that EOR contract 
revenues, to the extent they exceed EOR marginal cost revenues, 
should be used to reduce the EPMC scaler. 

The EPMC scaler for each respondent utility ist 6\ for 
PG&E; 16% for socal; and -8\ for SDG&E. 
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5. Proposals for Modificatio~ of Customer classes 
5.1 segmentation of the Industrial Class 

Only one of the respondent utilities, PG&E, proposed 
dividing the industrial class. PG&E's proposal is for two 
subclasses, those customers with peak month usage greater than 
500,000 therms and those with peak month usage less than 500,000 
therms. PG&E's primary purpOse for this recommendation is t6 
prevent uneconomic bypass and they are supported for this reason by 
TURN. 

Several parties, CiG, SCUPP, IP, CGMG, and initially DRAt 

strongly oppose segmentation by size rather than by a 
transmission/distribution split as cost differentiation is more 
related to the facilities used to serve the customer than the siz~ 
of. the customer. SoCal makes a related recommendation with respect 
to the distribution system, USing high and mediUm pressure service. 
sotal's alternative proposal, which was not carried through from 
cost development to rate design, was addressed in section 2.3.4. 
IP presents a general proposal to split PG&E into four industrial 
schedules and socal into six. 

We find the evidence suppOrts service level distinctiofi 
having a stronger cost foundation than size. PG&E testifies it 
segmented the classes based upon cost differencest but the cost 
difference is primarily service level based. PG&E witness Burns 
testified that intraclass cost differencesl 

• ••• occur primarily due to the cost of the 
facilities that are required to serve each 
industrial customer subgroup. The biggest 
daterminant of cost distinctions by size is 
thatPG&E requires relatively fewer facilities 
to serve larqer customers because larger 
customers often take service at the 
transmission level.- (CIG O.B., p. 84.) 

The main concern in using service level distinction is 
that expressed previously by the Commission in Rate Design for 
Unbundled Gas Utility Services (1987) 26 CPUC 2d 213, 260-1. 
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Upon closer examination, we now agree with DGS 
that service level differentials for gas 
service are not analogous to service level 
differentials for electrical service. For 
electrical service, the customer chooses its 
level of service according to its own needs and 
convenience. service at the transmission level 
is offered over a very wide geographic area. 
For gas service, on the other hand, 
transmission service is only provided in the 
very narrow geographic areas where a 
transmission line is located. 

The result of the transmission/distribution 
level split would be that customers would 
suffer discriminatiOn based upon geographic 
location. This proposal may be cost-based, but 
the purpose of cost-based rates is to send an 
economic signal to cu~tomer~~o that they can 
make economically-based dec1s10ns. In this 
cAse, most customers would have no choice of 
service level. where customers have no options 
to exercise, the need to have rates reflect 
exact cost incurrence is lost. 

we believe our development of LRMC methodology and the 
emerging bypass options available to customers provide a dIfferent 
setting than when we considered industrial class segmentation in 
1987. Our record here is incomplete; socal, SDG'E, ORA, and CIG 
request we defer a decision on segmentation until more detailed 
information.can be exAmined in the implementation phase. We direct 
the respondent utilities to work with interested parties to provide 
the information necessary for us to consider segmentation proposals 
that include service level distinctions in the implementation 

proceedings. 
5.2 combining the UEG and cogeneration classes 

SoCal's initial filing proposes combining the UEG and 
Cogeneration classes into a single class in o~der to be able to 
offer firm service discounts to individual UEG plants capable of 
uneconomic bypass without having to reflect the discounts in 
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. -·c()9~rieration customers rates. soCal believes its proposalrneets 

the iateparity requirement of PU Code S 454.4." . 
California cogeneration Council (cce) supports the single 

~lectr!c generation class but insists any individual VEG discounts 
be included in rate parity calculations and provides its Own 
cOntract methodology to replace current ratemaking practice. 

PG&E, Edison, and SCUPP do not support combining the rate 
classes as the cost differences between them would be masked. ORA 
recommends combining the classes but retaining a cost·of service 
subtotal for each separately, sO that the extent of the 
cogeneration subsidy can be easily ascertained. No party supports 
etc's rate parity pOsition. ORA considers the CCC prOpOsal 
inequitable for three reasonst 

1. Including the effect 6f discounts in 
UEG/cogen parity calculation requires the 
LDC to offer a larger discount than ~ould 
otherwise be the case. 

~. The proposal results in cogenerators paying 
a rate that is actually less than that paid 
by UEG facilities that are not receiving a 
discount (see Ex, MC-65, Table 4). 

3. Potential discounts to cogenerators are not 
considered in the rate parity calculation, 
only discounts to UEGs. This potential 
windfall for individual cogenarators is 
quita possible as soCal has a pending 
advice letter seeking authority to offer 
substantial discounts to three cogeneration 
customers. (ORA O.B. pp. 73-5.) 

We have requests for firm service discounting before us 
in other forums. We are not deciding the issue here and therefore 
th$ requests to set rate parity methodology incorporating Or 
excluding discounts is premature. We should retain separate 
customer classes for UEG and cogeneration for the purpOse Of 
reflecting cost differences. 
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. . 
5.3 Core Deaveraqinq 

Core deayeragiilg of rates is proposed by SoCal in its 
filing. Commission policy has been to average the rates of core 
residential and commercial schedules. Socal testifies this policy 
creates subsidies within the core class which unduly benefit 
residential ratepayers and should be re-examined by the Commission. 
Hany parties share SoCal's concern but do not support the issue 
being resolved at this time, they indicate the objective and first 
priOrity of this proceeding is to move from embedded-base rates to 
LRMC. The illustrative rate impact of SOCal's prOposal is far 
greater than the rate impact of shifting to LRMC. DRA notes the 
transportation component of residential rates could increase by as 
much as 22% and the transpOrtation component of nonresidential core 
rates could decrease by as much as 60%. 

S6Cal later indicated it does not attach a near term 
priority to this recommendation. The only party advocating 
immediate adoption is CGMGI a party also requesting immediate 
implementation of unbundled LRMC rates. 

TURN recommends that if the commission addresses this 
issue in the future, it should do so with cost information based on 
more than an end-use classification. It cites both PG&E and socal 
as agreeing that end use, in and of itself, is not a cost-based 
distinction. 

We agree core customers' cost and class definitions would 
need to be re-examined in connection with core rate deaveraging. 
We believe the issue is appropriately considered in a cost 
allocation proceedinq, and we will consider it in the 1993 and 1994 
BCAPs. 
5.4 Individual Wholesale Customer Classes 

The city of PAlo Alto requests the Commission treat each 
of the four wholesale customers on PG&E's system as a separate 
class for the purpose of allocating LRMC. Its recommended 
methodology was submitted as written testimony, which no party at 
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the hearing chose to cross-examine; and the testimony wa~recei~~d 
in evidence as Exhibit Me-90. 

PG&E states it does not oppose Palo Alto's proposal but 
offers no further support. DRA opposes the prOposal, stating this 
level of disaggregAtion is unnecessary at the present time and 
further complicates the allocation process. Additi6nally; if this 
request is granted, it is likely to lead to requests by some of the 
larger industrial customers for individual cost allocations. 

We do not find Palo Alto provides a cOmpelling reason to 
add further complexity to the allocation process and its request is 
denied at this time. However, in the implementation phase 
wholesale customers will be allowed to show how they are unfairly 
harmed by use of EPMC by total. 
6. AdditiOnal RAte Design ProposAls 
6.1 Rate caps and Floors 

For several years we have planned to use LRMC information 
in rate setting. Competitive market forces quicken our timetable 
to incorporate this information in decision-making. 

Parties addressed the issue of rate caps and floors in 
this proceeding. Most recognized the pbtential need to mitigate 
rate shock in the transition to LRMC methodology. 

DRA recommends capping rate increases at 5\ above the 
system average rate change, the usual electric cap. TURN supports 
a 3\ cap. socal and Edison support a cap of -at least 5\,- CIG and 
SCUPP find a cap unnecessary but recommend, if one is adopted, it 
be at least 10%. SDG&E strongly supports capping core rates but 
excluding wholesale customers from a recovery mechanism, PG&E would 
wait until implementation to determine what is needed. 

IEP/GRA asserts there is substantial reason to doubt the 
integrity of the data underlying the utilities proposals, 
especially for the UEG class, and therefore recommends against 
implementation of LRMC at this point. Should the Commission 
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determine to move forward, IEP recOmmends rate change be limited to 
system average percentage change, plus or minus 5i. 

No other party recommends a floor, however, TURN1s states 
its cautious recommendation of a 3\ cap addresses uncertaintiest 
-the pOtential benefits of rapid movement are outweighed by the 
real pOtential for changes of direction in the not-too-distant 
future- (TURN 0.8. p. 61). 

We recognize that significant rate changes may result 
from implementation of marginal cost based rates. The cealitiesof 
the competitive market for natural gas in California and the 
substantial opportunities for bypass require an expeditious 
implementation o£ LRMC-based rates. Based on the illustrative 
rates which appear in Appendix C, in contrast to the ALJ's prOpOsed 
decision, we are not inclined to consider any rate caps or rate 
floors. 
6.2 Customer-Specific Discounting of Rates 

SoCal initially advanced a proposal for discounting of. 
rates on a customer-specific basis, parties positions varied, 
although those supporting the concept generally set a floor at the 
customer's class LRMC. At final briefs, SoCa!, PG&E, SDG&E, and 
DRA request the issue not be decided on this record. We have 
proposals before us in other filings and will not decide it here. 
6.3 stand-by Rates 

DRA propOses that. 
-Bypass customers who wish to maintain either 
partial service or standby servicelrom gas 
utilities should be charged a peaking service 
rate as proposed by SoCal Gas in the storage 
unbundling proceeding,- (EX, MC-36, p. 1-3.) 

No party presented a specific prOpOsal here. Although 
this was initially an issue in the storage proceeding, ALJ Weil 
deferred consideration of the issue to the SoCal BCAP to be filed 
in the spring 01 1993. since stand-by rates are a tool which the 
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Commission should consider, parties wishing to propose stilnd-by or 
peaking rates may do so in the BCAPs. 
6.4 Unbundled Service Options 

CGMG requests that the commission estAblish unbundled 
LRMC for pOtential service options, specifically functionalized 
storage, gas gathering, billingt and brokerage costs for core 
customers. SoCal and McFarlAnd suppOrt estAblishing tunctionalized 
storage costs; the record limitations which preclude such action 
are discussed in Section 3.4. 

CGMG presents only general testimony on the feasibility 
and desirability of unbundled service options for gas gathering, 
bi11ingt and core brokerage costs. PG&E witness Sneider testifies 
to a legislative prohibition that does not allow gathering costs to 
be separately charged in rates, thereby making cost collection an 
unproductive exercise. We find insufficient evidence to consider 
these issues and, with a crowded gas agenda before us, assign them 
a low priority. 
6.S soCa! Request for Inter1m Rates 

Socal requests that the Commission authorize an interim 
reallocation of costs from this record. It requests the 60%/40' 
reallocation of A&G expenses proposed by ALJ Barnett but not 
adopted by the Commission in soCa1's last BCAP be placed into rates 
on January 1, 1993. SoCal states the request is not based on any 
relAtionship to our LRMC record; it's purposa is to quickly move 
rates in the direction indicated by the illustrative LRHC numbers. 
socal further asserts that despite specific rulings stating this 
proceeding would not implement rates, there is no statute or rule 
that requires notice to the public when a rate change is imposed at 
the initiative of the Commission. 

We find Socal's request that we would consider 
authorizing a rate increase without notice and evidentiary support 
without merit. Its request is denied. 
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7~ Implementation Schedule 
The Objective of this proceedinq since the September 19~1 

prehearinq conference has been to adopt LRMC methodology fOr 
implementation in the next utility BCAPs. Socal and SDG&E's BcAP 
schedules provide a March 1993 filing date with rates effective 
October 11 1993. PG&E's next BeAP filing date is August 1993 with 
rateS scheduled to be effective April 11 1994. 10 . 

Several parties advocate we implement LRMC-basad rates 
SOOner. The proposed decision requested parties COmment on two 
expedited schedules. One propOsal was to consolidate PG&E 
implementation in soCal and SDG&E's BCAP proceeding. The other 
alternative was a PG&E proposal to use a streamlined procesS Of 
compliance filings and workshops to achieve rate implementation for 
all three utilities by June I, 1993. 

Several parties' comments to the proposed decision 
support the June 1st rapid implementation schedule, citing the need 
to quickly place noncore customer rate decreases iil effect a'nd to 
segment the industrial class into subclasses which more accurately 
reflect costs of service. socal stxongly advocateS a June 
implementation schedule for all three utilities. However I SoCal 
believes its BCAP filing should remain a separate proceeding with 
the March filing date pOstponed. SOCal states that it cannot 
prepAre both filings at the same time. PG&E also addresses 
coordinating proceedings by recommending its August 1993 BCAP 
should instead be filed one year after soCal's. 

DRA does not support PG&E's June 1 implementation 
schedule as it effectively eliminates both hearings and bri~fin9. 
TuRN appreciates the Commission's desire to mOve forward quickly 

10 A delay of several months is common. soCal and SDG&Es last 
BCAP decision issued in December 1991 rather than September 1991 
and PG&E's recent decision issued in October 1992 rather than 
March 1992. 
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with LRMC implementation while expre~8ing _~<mc-et~ that any adopted 
schedule provide adequate time forrevi~w a~~ comment 'by the, 
parties on the utilities subtnissio'ns. TURN suppOrts a" highiy 
expedited implementation schedule aloilgthegen'~rai lines of'that 
proposed by PG&E only if throughput forecasts and revenUe 
requirements are held constant at the most recently approved levels 
And n6 updating or other mOdifications6f the adopted marginal 
costs will be undertaken unless specifically ordered by the 
Commission in this decision. 

we will mOve forward with A rapid implementAtiOn schedule 
while carefully ensuring parties have adequate OppOrtunity for 
review and comment by inoluding A full hearing prOcess and , 
adopting TURN's recommendation on the scope of the-proceeding. 11 

We also find merit in soeal's recommendation to retain a separate 
but coordinated BCAP proceeding. ' The later SOCAl/SDG&E BCAP filing 
could also Accommodate any rate implementation from other gas 
regUlatory changes we are presently considering. 

Our adopted schedule iSI 

PG&E and Socal implementation 
filings with full workpApers 
available 

SDG&E implementation filing 

prehearing Conference 

Workshop on PG&E filing 

WorkshOp - socal filing 

Workshop - SDG&E filing 

DRA testimony served 

February 

February 

February 

February 

February 

February 

March 19, 

1,-1993 

9, 1993 

11, 1993 

171 1993 

22, 1993 

25, 1993 

1991 

11 If the utilities' filings do not generate controversy, or if 
contested issues are resolved in workshops, rate implementation 
will occur soOner. 
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intervenor testimony served 

Hearings 

Briefs filed 

proposed Decision mailed 

Final Commission decision 

soCal BeAP filing 

PG&E BeAP filing 

Harch 31, 1993 

April ·12-23; 1993 

May 23, 1993 

July 23, 1993 

August/september 

August I, 1993 

August I, 1994 

The implementation filings will use only the methOd6logy 
and resource plans adopted In this decision and the mOst recellt 
commission approved throughput forecasts and revenue requirements, 
with .the following exceptionst 

1. Each utility shall propose segmentation of 
the industrial class by service level .. 
distinctions. Any segmentation proposal 
that rel~es on increasing the number 6f 
utility functions must show mar9in~l costs 
for each function consistent with the . 
methods adopted in this decision. 

2. If the decision in pending storage 
proceeding, 1.87-03-036, authorizes SoCal 
to unbundle its storage services, then 
socal should present a subfunctionalized 
showing in the implementation proceeding. 
The showing should combine the factual . 
findings in the storage proceeding with the 
methodology adopted in this decision. 

3. In its implementation showing SOCal should 
develop demand forecasts and corresponding 
marginal demand measures based on separate 
marginal demand m~asures for high-pressure 
and medium-pressure distribution facilities 
as adopted in this decision. socal should 
also provide materials showing distribution 
facilities used in each class. 

4. SoCal must reflect its UEG distribution
level deliveries. 
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• 8. Forua to Update Resource Plans and 
Review Adopted LRHC MethOdology 

The expedited implementAtion phase outlined in the 
previous section does not allow for revisions to the adopted 
resource plans and LRMC methodology. We prefer to review resource 
planning in general rate cases and LRHC in cost allocation 
proceedings. This is different from"electric, where art annual 
schedule for ECAC proceedings does not permit us the necessary 
review period. The next 1993 And 1994 BCAPs (following 
implementation) is the forum that best provides the three 
respondents an opportunity to update LRMC methodology. 
9. Petition to MOdify 

eIG, SCUPP, and IP filed a JOint Petition to Modify 
Decision 90-07-055 and to Limit Scope of LOng-run Marginal Cost 
Proceeding on November I, 1991. They filed the petition to prevent 
rates based on LRMC methodology from beingimplernented in rates as 
required by D.90-01-055 because -the methodology for gas utiiities 
is in its infancy and any attempt to immediately use LRMC studies 
fOr ratemaking purposes is highly premature and would likely lead 
to substantial rate instability· (p. ~). 

Petitioners had requested the CommiSSion modify 
0.90-07-055 by limiting the scope of this proceeding to developing 
LRMC studies for use in the gas utilities' long-rAnge planning 
processes. If this recommendation is rejected, then they requested 
the opportunity to demonstrate that the existing embedded cost 
methodology is superior to the use of long-run marginal cost. CIG, 
sCUPP and IP asserted they "have no confidertce that the first, 
second, or even third iteration of LRMC studies will provide a 
sufficiently accurate and relIable basis on which to formulate 
actual rates· (p. 2). 

The Division of Ratepayer Advocates (DRA) noted In its 
respOnse the petitioners are effectively seeking to overturn the 
October 25, 1991 ALJ ruling that set the scope and schedule for the 
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proceeding. Petitioners advanced the same argum~nts unsuccessfully 
in written comments prior t6the ruling. 

The joint petition is effectively moOt. He find the 
increased pressure of today1s competitive market forces do not 
permit further delay in movement to LRMC-based rate design. The 
concerns expressed by petitioners have been addressed through our 
careful selection of method6logy~ The petition to mOdify D.90-07-
055 is denied. 
Findings of Fact 

1. This proceeding adopts the first long-run marginal cost 
methodology for california gas utilities. 

2. Art appropriately planned system meets customers; needs 
at the lowest total cost. 

3. It is beneficial for each of the utilities to provide 
explicit reliability objectives for both core and noncore customer 
groups. 

4. In recent years there have been significant changes in 
PG&E's long-term forecasts of demand growth by class. 

5. PG&E and SoCal have not presented any evidence that 
would indicate that their core customers actually value extreme 
peak day service highly enough that they would be willing to pay 
what it costs to provide it. 

6. The appropriate forum in which to examine gas industry 
resource planning under our current regulatory environment is 
general rate cases. 

7. PG&E's local transmission plan is reasonable to use to 
calculate marginal costs in this proceeding. 

S. PG&E's rationale for its backbone transmission and 
storage plan does not meet a least-cost planning standard. 

9. A Line 300 expansion for PG&E is a least-cost approach 
to estimating marginal costs of transmission. 
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10. The record supports ORA's classification 6£ tine 69.00 
expansion as exclusively for SDG&E and exclusive-use facilities are 
best treated as customer costs. 

11. The record also supports ORA's $10 million storage 
adjustment, as SoCal's witness Phillips testified that additional 
investment would be dependent on noncore requirements that remain 
uncertain. 

12. Socal will have sufficient excess capacity on its long
line transmission systems so that soCal will not haVe to make 
capital expenditures to expand this capacity over the entire 15-
year transmission planning horizon. 

13. SoCal's rates should signal customers that the marginal 
cost of transmission service is, at this point in time, quite iow. 

14. It is reasonable to adopt Socal's planned investments 
in transmission and storage as set forth in its filing at Table 1, 
Ex. Me-II with the exception of ORA's adjustments to Line 6900 
treatment and to the decrease in storage withdraw! investment. 

15. It is not reasonable to burden SoCal ratepayers with 
·phantom· charges reflective of the cost of new capacity for the 
use of existing, sunk capAcity that is already in excess of demand. 

16. If the PGT/PG&E interconnection facilities receive 
incremental rate treatment in A.92-04-031, both the PGT/PG&E 
interconnection costs and the wheeler Ridge compression facilities, 
A.~O-11-035, should be excluded from Socal's resource plan. If 
Kern/Mojave receives rolled-in rate treatment, the most recent 
adopted estimates for bOth sets of costs should be used in the 
implementation filing. -

17. No party proposed an adjustment to SOG&E's resource 
plan and it appears reasonable. 

19. Gas transmission is clearly interrelated with storage. 
19. cold-year demand and cOld-year peak season demand are 

the best estimates of the demand-causing transmission costs on the 
Socal and PG&E backbone systems, respectively. The compressor fuel 
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costs on the transmission systems are assigned separately. The 
unit eost estimate is multiplied by average year thtoughputfor 
allocation purposes. 

20. It is appropriate to designate local transmission 
systems for PG&E and SDG&E. 

21. It is appropriate to designate a high-pressure 
distribution system for soCal. 

22. Use of a cold yea! coincident peak month measure for 
local transmission on SDG&E and PG&E systems best reflects the cost 
responsibility of customers using the system. 

23. GiVen the similarities between PG&E's local 
transmission system and SoCal's high-pressure distribution system, 
use of a cold year coincident peak month measure for socal's high
pressure distribution system best reflects the cost responsibility 
of customers using the system. 

24. Cold year winter season reflects best the combinatiOn 
of the storage functions provided by the utilities. 

25. The utilities' recommendation of peak day marginal. 
demand measures for their distribution systems better reflect 
system planning criteria and cost causation. 

26. The total investment method is the best measurement for 
marginal capital costs of transmission and storage costs. The NERA 
regression approach yielded a strong correlation for distribution 
systems and is suitable for this function. 

27. It is appropriate to adopt for gas LRMC the electric 
practice established in o.a6-08-093 (pacific Gas and Electric 
company (1986) 21 CPUC2d 613, 615) to specifically exclude 
marketing, service planning, and load management expenses from 
marginal customer cost expenses, provide for reflection of 
improvement costs for access equipment of existing customers, and 
use a weighted customer average rather than investment level for 
class allocation. 
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~6. UncOllectibles ate best treated as it marginal reveiiue 
cost. 

29. ORA's demand-related O&K methodology, using current 
period costs, is reasonable on an interim basis. 

30. We find reasonable and adopt the following adjustments I 
Reassignment of PG&E's meter And regulators 
(Accounts 876 and 8901 from the customer 
function to the dlstr bution function based 
on FERC account descriptions. 

Adjustmen~ of SDG&Eis distribution accounts 
887 and 692 to reflect labor cost savings 
from future plastic pipe installations. 
This is cortsistent with the capital cost 
inclusion of technological improvements made 
in later sections. 

Reassignment of soeal's mains related costs 
from the customer function to the 
distribution function, consistent with our 
rejection Of the minimum distribution system 
proposal in Section 3.2. 

31. It is reasonable to calculate marqitial M&S costs using a 
M&S/KDM rating similar to demand-related O&K. 

32. socal followed an appropriate approach for calculating 
marginal A&G expenses. SoCal analyzes the extent to which each 
account is marginal or nonmarginal and its A&G study shows that 
approximately 51% of its A&G costs are nonmarginal. PG&E and SDG&E 
should perform their own system studies applying soCal's analysis. 

33. The record does not support Vernon's request that 
wholesale customers be eXcused fro~ any responsibility for sO 
percent of the A&G component of the revenue requireme~t. 

34. DRA's recommendation to express marginal gen~ral plant 
costs as a ratio to O&M labor is consistent with our methodology. 

35. Working capital is caused by factors broader than plant 
or rate base. 
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36. The appropriate methodology for determining the cost of 
access equipment is ORA's ren~a1marketapproach as it recognizes 
the opportunity costs of existing facilities. 

37. The proposals O£TURN and PG&E provide nO persuasive 
reasons lor the Commission to deviate from established electric 
methodology. 

38. The record does not support soeAl's proposal for a 
minimum distribution system component to marginal customer costs. 

39. zero-intercept methOdology has also been unsuccessfully 
advanced on the electric-side. 

40. The record does not support TURN's proposal to exclude a 
minimum distribution system proxy from customer costs. 

41. DRA's service I RegulAtor, and Heter (SRM) method draws 
the -brightest line- between customer and demand related costs, 
thereby providing A simple, but accurate basis for calculating 
marginal customer costs. 

42. Marginal customer costs also include the dedicated 
facilities of all large customers. 

43. Each respondent utility should ensure that all large 
customers' dedicated cost assignments are included in its 
implementation filing. 

44. DRA's position that future replacement of existing 
service lines creates a significantly higher cost than n~w 
installation and must be reflected in the marginal cost is also 
consistent with eleotrio LRMC methodology. 

45. It is reasonable for the utilities to keep separate 
records of replacement costs and new bUsiness for the service 
lines, and to traok the trenching share to the gas company for new 

installations. 
46. All methodologies have difficulty in precisely 

identifying marginal demand-related distribution costs. The best 
approach is the simpler, bright-line SRH approach I which treats all 
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SRM facilities as customer related and ail distribution facilities 
as demand related. 

47. Exhibit 45 shows 10 of SoCal's 23 UEG customer plants, 
8.3i of annual UEG deliveries, are sented at distribution level, 
S6Cal's ignorance in this matter causes some concern regarding the 
fundamental data underlying LRMC. 

48. DRA's future replacement cost adjustment for 
distribution costs is consistent with the methodology and rationale 
for meAsurement of marginal customer-costs. 

49. We find the argument for a longer period for 
distribution investments, consisting of 10 years historical and 5 
years forecast, to be persuasive. 

50. No party in the proceeding, including the respondent 
utilities, argues that estimates of interstate transmission 
marginal costs are necessary for retail ratemaking. 

51. Adopting an LDC interstate transmission marginal cost is 
neither necessary nor beneficial. 

52. We find the evidentiary record here 1s insufficient to 
adopt subfunctionalized marginal storage costs. 

53. The Commission's guidelines did not direct energy 
marginal cost be included in the base-cases because the commOdity 
is unbundled from noncore rates. 

54. Consistent with electric energy poiicy, residual 
emissions values should be addressed in ratemaking. 

55. Electric ratemaking is done by Equal Percentage of 
Marginal Costs (EPMC) on total. 

56. ORA's testimony shows mathematically that PG&E's EPMC by 
function approach loses all demand-driven marginal cost 
information. 

57. Generally, the marginal costs for transmission and 
storage are higher than the book-valued capital assets while 
marginal distribution and customer-costs are quite close to 
embedded costs. 
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58. EPMC by total is appropriate for natural gas-as well-as 
electric ratemaking as it best preserves the mar9'~-nal costsigr:tills i 

59. Wholesalers i argument that embedded rather thim -marginal 
costs better reflect the cost of facilities theyutili~e is 
contrary to the fundamental premise of this proceeding. 

60. Gas ratemaking differs from electric in that we have 
divided gas customers into it core/rt6ncore grouping and assigned 
each different cost responsibilities. It is therefore appropriate 
to retain existing balancing account treatment for the 
implementation phase. 

61. The ~ecord supports continuing to treat Lost and 
Unaccounted FOr Gas (LUAF) on an equal cents per therm basis until 
socal and SDG&E submit in the BCAP following implementation the 
results of their studies and PG&E updates its supporting data. 

62. ORA's recommendation that EOR cOntract xevenues, to the 
extent they exceed EOR marginal cost revenues, should be used to 
reduce the EPHC scaler is reasonable. 

63. The evidence supports service level distinction having a 
stronger cost foundation than size. 

64. Our development of LRMC methodology and the emerging 
bypass options available to customers provide a different setting 
than When we considered industrial class segmentation in 1987. 

65. Our record here is incompletel we find it preferable to 
defer a decision on industrial class segmentation until more 
detailed information can be examined in the implementation phAse, 

66. It is reasonable to retain separate customer classes for 
UEG and cogeneration for the purpose of reflecting cost 
differences. 

67. Commission policy has been to average the rates of core 
residential and commercial schedules. 

68. The issue of core deaveraqing is appropriately 
considered in a cost allocation pr6ceeding, and we will consider it 
in the 1993 and 1994 BeAPs. 
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69. The illustrative rate impact of SOCal'sdeavez-aglnq 
proposal is far greater than the rate impact of shifting to LRMc. 

70. palo Alto does not provide a compelling reason to add 
further complexity to the allocation process by treating each 
individual wholesale customer as a separate class for revenue· 
allOcation at this time. In the implementation phase wholesale 
customers will be allowed to show how they are unfairly hanned by 

use of EPMC by totAl. 
71. Based upon the illustrative rates in this proceedingt it 

is not necessary to consider rate caps and rate floors. 
72. This is not'the forum for the Commission to consider a 

prOpOsal for discounting of rates on a customer-specific basis. 
73. We find insufficient evidence to consider unbundled LRHC 

for gas gAthering, billing, and brokerage costs for core customers. 
74. socal'g request for an interim rate change is not based 

on any relationship to our LRMC record. 
75. It is reasonable for PG&E in its i994 BCAP f1.11ng to 

update its local transmission resource plan to include at least ten 
years' of data and to revise its service line length estimates to 
reflect olass cost differences. 

76. It is preferable to review resource planning in general 
rate cases and LRHC in cost allocation proceedings. 

77. The concerns raised by and eIG, SCUPP, and IP in their 
November 1, 1991 Joint PetitiOn to Modify Decision 90-07-055 and to 
Limit Scope of Long-run Marginal Cost proceeding have been 
addressed through our careful selection of methodology. 

78. Our adopted implementation schedule is reas6nable and 
protects parties' due process concerns. 
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-Conclusions of Law 

1. Natural gas resource plans for PG&E, SoCal, and SDG&E 
shouldt 

a. Reflect an appropriately planned sys'tem 
that meets customers' needS at the lowest 
total cost. 

b. Use at least a I5-year planning horizon for 
backbone transmis~ion and storage and at 
least a 10-year planning horizon for local 
transmission. 

c. Use short-term and long-term forecasts that 
are thoroughly dOcumented and that specify 
all economic, load research, and end-use 
assumptions. 

d. Have adequate underlying load data for each 
customer class. At a minimum, this means 
hourly load data. for UEG customers, daily 
load data for all noncOre customers, and 
statistically sampled daily load data for 
core commercial and residential customers. 

e. Contain UEG load forecasts that reflect the 
effects of weather and electric generating -
unit outages. 

f. Contain explicit system design reliability 
objectives for both core and n':~lcore 
customers. 

2. We should adopt the following marginal demand measures 
for computing and allocatinq marginal cost rev~nuest 

a. Backbone Transmissiont cold Year Peak 
Season for PG&E and cold Year for S6cal. 

b. 

c. 

c. 

Local Transmission. Cold Year Coincident 
Peak Month for PG&E and SDG&E. 

HIgh-pressure Distribution. Cold Year 
coincident peak Month for SoCal. 

Storaget Cold year Winter Season for PG&E, 
SoCal, and SDG&E. 
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d. Distributiolli Peak Day for PG&E and sOcali ~ 
and Cool Year Peak Day for SDG&E. 

3. The total investment method to calculate the marginal
capital costs of transmission and storage and the NERA regression 
method t6 calculate the marginal capital costs of distribution 
should be adopted. 

4. tie should adopt the following policies for calculating 
marginal cost expenses and loading factorst 

a. Operating and Maintenance provides for 
customer-related O&K costs to reflect 
improvement costs for access equipment of 
existing customers; to use a weighted 
customer average rather than investment 
level for class allocation, and to exclude 
marketing, service planning, load . 
management and uncollectibles. Demand
related O&M costs should be calculated 
using ORA's propOsal of an O&H/MJ')Mrati6~ 
The appropriateness of this ratio will be 
reevaluated when the respOndents submit· 
further marginal analyses and regression 
studies, as discussed in Section 2.5.1, 

b. MateriAls and Supplies should be calculated 
using a M&S/KDM ratio similar to demand
related O&M. 

c. Administrative and General should be 
calculated using SoCal's marginal analysis 
methodology. DRA's recommended proxies 
should be used for PG&E and SDG&E until 
they have performed their own system 
studies. 

d. General plant should be calculated using 
ORA's GP/O&K labor ratio. 

e. Cash Working capital should not be 
reflected as a separate loader. 

S. We should adopt for marginal customer costs DRA's rental 
market approach using the service drop-regulator-meter (SRH) 
investment cost method with adjustments for future replacement and 
improvement costs. 
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6. We should adopt for marginal distribution costs ORA's 
demand-related facilities approach with adjustment for future 
replacement cost. Data used in the regression analysis should 
include a time period mix of 10 year historical and 5-year 
forecasted. socal should include its distribution-level UEG load 
in its implementation tiling. 

7. It is neither 'necessary nor beneficial to adopt a 
methodology for marginal interstate transmission costs. 

8. We do not have a sufficient record to subfunctionalize 
storage costs. If the decision in the storage proceeding 
authorizes soCal to unbundle its storage services, then soCal 
should present a subfunctionalized showing in the implementAtion 
proceeding. The showing should combine the factual findings in the 
storage proceeding with the methodology adopted here. 

9. It is neither necessary nor beneficial to adopt a 
methodology for marginal energy costs. 

10. We will consider addressing the issue of residual 
emissions values in the next re-evaluation of LRKC methodOlogy. 

11. Marginal cost revenues should be scaled to the authorized 
revenue requirement using an EPMC on tot~l method applied to the 
base revenues rather than an EPMC by function treatment for any 
customer class. We should retain existing treatment of balancing 
accounts a.fld exclude EOR customers from the cost allocation 
prOcess, applying any EOR revenue credit toward reducing the EPMC 
scaler. 

12. Respondent utilities should work with interested parties 
to provide the information necessary for us to consider in the 
implementation phase industrial class segmentation proposals that 
include service level distinctions. 

13. Requests for firm servic~ discounting are before us in 
other {orums, and we are not deciding the issue here, therefore the 
requests to-set cogeneration class rate parity methodology 
incorporating or exclUding discounts are premature. 
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14. The issue of deAveraqing core rates should not be 
considered until after the implementation phase, and then only In' 
conjunotion with a re-examination of core customers l cost and class 
definitions. 

15. Stand-bY rates are rate design tools we should consider 
in today's changing gas industry structure. 

16. SoeAl's request for-an interim rAte change should be 
denied. 

17. We should adopt a generic implementation phase for the 
three utilities. PG&E would use recently adopted throughput 
forecasts and revenue requirement changes and all three respondents 
would file in February 1993. unless directed otherwise in this 
order, the utilities J filings should use the adopted resource plans 
and LRMC methodology from this decision and the most recent 
CODUllission approved throughput forecasts and reVenue requirements. 

18. The petition to modify 0.90-07-055 should be denied. 
19. EPMC by total should be adopted for nAtural gas 

ratemaking as it best preserves marginal cost signals. 
20. Wholesale customers in the implementation phase shOUld be 

allowed to show how they are harmed by the use of EPMC by total. 

ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that. 
1. The LOng-run Matqinal Cost (LRKC) methodology as set 

forth in the discussion, findings, and conclusions of this decision 
is hereby adopted. 

2. An expedited implementation proceeding for pacific Gas 
and Electric CompanYt Southern california Gas Company (SoCal)t and 
San Diego Gas & Electric Company (5DG&£) shall be commenced. The 
implementation filings will use only the metb6do16gy and resource 
plans adopted in this decision and the most recent Commission 
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_ appr6vedthroughput forecasts and revenue require'me'nts," with the 
f6i16wirtg excepti~nst 

,-' ~ . 

1. Each utility shall propose segmentation of 
the industrial class by service level" 
distinctions. Any segmentation prop6s~l 
that relies on increasing the number of ' 
utility functions must show marginal costs 
for each function consistent with the 
methods adopted in this decision. 

2. If the decision in pending storage 
proceeding, 1.87-03-036, authorizes Socal 
to unbundle its storage services; then 
SoCal should present a sub£unctionalized 
showing in the implementation proceeding. 
The showing should combine the factual 
findings in the storage proceeding with the 
methodology adopted in this decision. 

3. In its implementation showing SoCal should 
present demand forecasts based on separate 
marginal demand measures for high- and 
medium- pre~sure distribution facilities as 
adopted in this decision. 

4. 
j ; 
"' l ~ _ ~. ~ , 

~: 

soCal must reflect its utility electric, 
generation distribution-level deliveries. 

'. "5' , . 

. , 
Wholesalers can show that they are unfAirly 
harmed by Equal Percentage of Marginal Cost 
on total • 

, 3.' ,·Resource planning shall be updated in general rate cases. 
LRMC'~hail'be updated in each utility'S cost allocation proceeding 
foll.b"'l~~ the implementation proceeding. Socal and SDG&Eshal.l 
file August 1, 1993. PG&E shall file August I, 1994 

4. The Joint Petition to Modify Decision (D.) ~O-07-05S 
filed November 1, 1991 is denied. 
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5'1>his'Cpt~e-~d{ri98hall remain open for the implementation 
phase. ' .. 

This order isef£ective tOday_ 
Dated DeCember 16; 1992 1 at San Francisco, california.. 
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NJRlHER."l CALIFOONJA fa'.I"ER J.Gl:;y 
3220 Alpine FOOd, Suite A 
Portola Valley, cA 94028 

Tinras O'Fcurke, Atty at i.a.w 
0' PaJRKE AND <:Xl1P/>.NY . 
44 Y1)flt 9O'lEZY St., Su1~ 2100 
San Francisco, CA 94104 

H. wng/M. Huffm3n/A. Tillery 
PACIFIC G\S &: EIEC'llUC (XM>}..NY 
77 Beale St., I.ega1. Cepa.rt:nEnt 
San Frar.cisco, CA 94106 

Fan Eelval/Ariel p. Calonr.e 
CI'IY CF PAlO AVID 
P.O. Box 10250 
palo Alto, CA 94303 

David plurrb 
CI'IY OF PA9..DENA 
150 S. LoS P£:bles Ave.,5te 200 
Pa.sa&=r.a, CA 91101 . 

PMRICK J. fGj"ER, 
Attorney at u...t .,' 
2101 Webst..er St., SUite 1.500 
Oakland, CA 94612 

krlre .... Safir/PDnald G. 09chsler 
F.ECCN RESEAIOi ~CN 
6390 Wilshire Blvd., Ste 1604 
Los An;eles, CA 90048 

'Ib:m3.s A. TrlJ:ble • 
REGNl'S-lmVERSI'lY OF CAL.IRFmA 
300 I...akesi<!e Drive, 21st Floor 
Oaklaoo, CA 94612-3550 

Chris Albrecht . 
REGUI.M1:RY & CXGNERATrCN S\t:S 
500 Chesterfield CU, Ste 320 
Chesterfield, ID 63017 

D:na1d W. Sch::en!:eck 
REGUL\TCRY&a:G:NERATICNS..cs 
Lloyd Center ~ - Ste 1060 
825 N. E. Mt.r.arah st.reet 
Fcrtlar.c, CR 97232 

OCl~ KER.'iER 
At~CIT.el at lG· ... 
5180 <:arre..rcn Road 
Carrercn Park, c.~-=. 95682 



1-'05. Pcl:erta L. t'e Tata ... __ . 
_SAN DlEOO GAS .. _. " EIreIR.IC CO. .P. O. OOX 1831 , 

san Diego, CA 9211~-4150 

J..ndrew J. Skaff, Atty at law.·. 
LAW OFFICES OF MIDREW J. ~ 
1999 Harrison St., SUite 1300 
Oaklaoo, CA 94612 

Annette Gilliam, Atty at Law 
SCUIHERN CALlFOFiNIA IDISCN CO. 
2244 walnut Grove Avenue 
FDserea<i, CA 91710 

s.patrickjJ.LeSage/G,Su11ivan 
~ CALIfcRN:rA GAS CXJo!PANY . 
c/o PACIFIC ENI'ERPRISFS. 
633 ~t Fifth St. I Suite 5400 
I.cs Angeles, CA 90013-1011 

J. walltry IT. R. 'J.b::mas 
SOOlH'lEST G\S ~(N . 
P.O. Box 98510 
Las vegas, NV 89193-8510 

Ken MastersOn . . 
SPREO<ELS stXil\R cx:Ifi>ANY I ~. 
P. o. rox 8025 ., . 

_Pleasanton, CA 94588-8625 

Ed Stall 
SUNXR m:ooPCJWIm 
500 - 4th Avenue, s.w. . . . 
calqarJ, Alberta 'I'2P 2V5 CANADA 

Patrick M::tau'le1l .. 
sat PN::IFIC ENPGY /SUNRISE ENER::;Y 
900 Larksp.tr LaOOq. Cir. ,Ste 240 
Larksplr, CA 949j7 

K.J.i:Crea!M.Kishkin, A~ at LaW 
StJIHERIMm, ASBIlL AM> BRENNM 
1275 Peilnsyl vania Avenue iN. W. 
Washington, D.C. 20004-2404 

Eric ~h1k, lo'.enager-Utll Ec<::n 
S~C RF..S(XJOCES OORFORATICN 
1300 Clay S~t, SUite 600 
Cakland, C\ 94612 

}'J.chel P. Florio/~ter V. Alle!1 
'fCW'..RD Ul'ILIT'i RATE OCR.\!ALIz.\TICN 
625 Polk SLv-eet, Suite 40j 
~cn FraIx;isco; C.\ 94102 

" 

l<eI'lneth B. Johnston· 
H. ZINDER MV ASSOCiATEs . 
1S28 -L- Street; N.W.; Ste 805 
Washington, D.C. 2,0036 

J. Candelaria/D. Klehl/M. TiY.:r.pson 
hRIGiT J. .. "J) ·TALIS"'.AN . .. 
100 Bush Street, Su1te

c
225 

San Fr2N:iSco, CA 94104 

ALJ OiR!STINE ~"YN 
R\{. 510ll: 

Paul Fassiilger, ORA 
R'f. 4002* 

Patrick L. Gileau, legal 
R\{. 5002* 

G. Alan Carnes l DRA 
RM. 4002* 

.******************* 

.. STATE SERVICES .. 
*.**.*************** 

John Baca 
DEPAlm!ENl' OF GrnERAL ~CES 
717 -K- Street . 
Sacram'mto, CA 95814 

Richaz:d E. robson, CHJ) 
3-B* 

Energy Pr. 
RX. 31()2* 

CharleS G:::x:xinan, CMD 
ru-f. 3207* 

Christcfher oanforth 
Rcan 4-A* 

Fay rua 
Pam 4002* 

Anr~ Pre:o 
Fcan 3-E· 

.. 

(END OF APPENDIX A) 
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APPENOIX B 

Parties participating in the Hearing Process 

PG&E 
SOO&E 
SoealGas 

CCC 
CIG 

Marketers Group 
LOng Beach 
Palo Alto 
Vernon 
ORA 
IEP 

IP 
McFarland 
Edison' 
scupp 

TURN 

and 

Pacific Gas And Electric Company 
San Diego,Gas , Electrio Company 
Southern California Gas company 

California CogeneratiOn Council 
California Industrial Group, , 
California Leaugue Of FOOd processors, , 
and California Manufacturers Association 
Califb~nia Gs Marketers Group 
City o( LOng Beach 
City 6f Palo Alto 
City of Vernoil 
Division of Ratepayer Advocates,CPUC 
Independent Energy producers Assoc. 

Geothermal Resources Assoc. 
Indicated producers 
McFarland Energy, Inc . 
Southern california Edison Compay 
Southern California Utility Power Pool 

and Imperial Irrigation District 
Toward Utility Rate Normalization 

(END OF APPENDIX B) 
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e e 
1S-o.e·92 1.86·06·005\CACO\P~F PG&E REVENUE A~LOCATION 

ReaideMl.l 'Smell Large Subtotal 
C~rcl.lConmercl.l Core . INO/P2B UEG COGEN 'W!\ol .... le Total 

.' ........ ~ ................................................................................................................................... . 
. . MAR~lNAL CUSTOMER COSTS 
.·,AtIn\.Iel Marginal Cl,latomer Coat 

.OEHAND--RELA'I'EO. I1ARCINAL COSTS 
01 atribl.lt1 on S92.60 

.... stor.ge . 
. '.' .Local.TraMIIII .. lon 

• .B.ck~T.rllM.F.cllltleti 
: :lIackboM tl'.naFl.Ittl 

SO.1078 
.S1.4728 
S0.2848 
~.0221 

S143 S231 S2.476 S5.619 '7,172.562 "7/157 iIo.462 

., .. *----.~~.-.. -..... ~-.--...... -.. -... -.------.... -.. -....................................................... __ ............................ . 
: OEMANO MEASVRES(mdth} (.Jnclel() 
,-ot ,CwtOftMl ... ·New 1 56.~4 2.247 5 50.-546 9 0 1 0 ~.556 

;·:'··of-Cl.Iatome ... ·Tot.l 2 3,329 .. 962 506 897 , 1~ 36 3.529,570 198,039 3.528.507 
.C)" • 

.'Cold·\ll nter Oey .Dln I' i bDetn 3 1~541 500 Tl 2. 118 223 0 56 0 2.397 

.,.·Cold·~lnter Day Local Tr.ns. 4 1,541 500 Tl 2. "8 ~07 ~OO 166 90 3.381 
~old,S.aaot\ :5 158.084 47'.2,70 10,226 215.580 66,417 ~9.769 23,371 9.518 375,155 
C'f.Noncol,nc, Peek ,Month 6 41,356 11.322 2.421 S5,099 8,334 0 1.744 0 65,176 

.C'f ·Coinlc.,P •• ~·Month 7 41.356 11.322 2.421 S5.099 13,880 9,198 4.397 1,970 84.544 
,·CYColnlc.. Peak,Month Loc T a -44,,55' '2,197 2.608 59,356 14.952 "9.~ 4.737 ~.'~ 91.076 

·Co~d·Y •• r Lee Trana 9 248,909 87,108 19.461 355,477 169.396 '84.9115 62,.105 '3.464 790.427 

Co~dY .. r Beckbone 10 240,408 84.133 18,796 343.337 163,610 178.667 59.984 '7.834 763.432 

AYeI'oIge Year " 218,030 80,661 18,17' 316.862 168,086 '88.418 6'.302 '6.270 750.936 

.Aw Y •• I' AdJwt_ .for Shrlnlt 12 207,8'0 76,659 17.24' 301.709 163.989 184,~52 60.170 15,988 726,407 
.. ... -.. __ ............................ __ ... -.................................................................................................................. . 
,MAA'INAL, 'COST REVENUE RESPONSI BI L1TY (SOOO) 

CwtOftMl~Tot.l 2 1474.85' $105.723 '1,253 '521.828 S5,041 S7,'73 '1.026 "61 S535,228 

~i.trlbutfon 3 S142,703 $106,302 S7 .. 131 "96,136 '20.651 SO 'S5,1M SO S221.972 

'Loe.l, Trentmlaalon 8 165,617 '17,964 S3,84' '87.423 t.22,023 S14.594 $6.976 13.'26 "34.'41 
·BeckboneTl'eMIII .. n Colnc. 5 545,019 s13.461 12.912 161,392 '18.914 '17,021 $6.798 12,711 "06.836 

. Backbone Tr._an Noncolnc l' SIt, 814 11,781 $1001 16.996 '3.711 iIo.160 '1.354 . 1359 '16.S81 

Stol'oIge ' 5 '11.041 S5., 096 '1,102 123.239 S7,160 16."3 ~573 ",026 SltO.'" 

~ot.l Ma~alnal Rev. R •• pon.lbility S750,046 S130,328 '16,640 1897 .. 014 S77,499 $109.391 S23.914 S7,382 S1,055,2oo 

,Merg Cost R.tc. (No Inter_tate) 36.09 17.00 9~65 29.73 4.73 2.68 3.97 4.62 14.53 
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l,.e6·06·00s\~CO\P\I' PC&£ REVENUE A~~OCATION hfle 2 

Res l<feontlal Smeu Lar". Subtotal 

Commercial Commercial CONI I NO/P28 UEI; COGEN \IholeMl. Total 
< •• ,,~\ • 

, ......... _ .................................................................................................................................. 
' .................... ,fIII ~.~ .. ~ ~. "' ...... ___ ••••• , .......... " .. ____ ...................... _____ •••••• _ ...... " .... _ .. _ ............. _ .... a.- .•• -_ ............... _.:. ...••• "" ....... _-_ • 

.. REVEHUE,RECOHC1L1ATION (SOOO) 
.. "Praent . RItWI'II.Ie . RHJ)OfIIil i b. ~767.e59 1-298.384 SIoe,Me ~'. 114.860 S185.307 S156.869 '51.144 "15.183 "~~21.369 

. ,pr..ent .. T,r"'.poI't Rat .. 37.0 38.9 28.2 37.0 11.3 8.~ 3..'5 ·9.5 ~.O 

E~a."Rev~ S1. "5.~96 

EPMC: :~.ctor B.a. Rev. Req.Dnly: 1.06 

;:8HeRewnue.RnponalbHlty at EPMC 1792.,976 S137,.787 "7,593 S948.356 'SIS1.'935 '52.218 125.282 $1 .. 805 11."5.596 

... Other '.1 xed . Costa S160.897 163.32.9 "4.197 S238.Q2 169,623 168.'919 S23.7'S4 $1.055 1407.773 

Total. 1953,873 '201.116 S31,790 S1.186,778 "S1.SS8 1121.131 149.036 ~14.860 ~1.~23.369 

.. Avg. Rate ,.(ceonta/th) No Cia .. Avg. 45.90 26.·24 1~.44 39.34 '9.24 6.56 8.1S ~.29 20.97 

. 'Equalized MarglNll R.v. ,Reaponalb. $817 .. 425 ~32'7.533 141.820 11.1116.77! S151.558 S128.333 SIo1.840 S14.!60 S1.523.369 

: Avg. Rate· (cent-.'th) EquallJ:1'd Revs 39.3 42.7 24.3 39.3 9.2 1.0 1.0 9.3 Z1.0 

,·:X .. Change 'from Pr .. entRat .. 6.46" 9.77X ·'3.98" 6.45" -18.2'" -18. ,9:11: -18.19:11: ·2.16% 0.00% 

-$Ape O.OOX 
. cap 100.00" . 

e Ploor .. 100.00% 
.. C~cta, -2S~S 

.... CappedRewr'IUe Retpotlstbt l.lty S811 .. 425 $327.533 141,820 S1 .•. 186.778 "51.558 "28.333 141.840 "4.860 ".523.369 

:Revenue. f>1'fference SO SO '0 so '0 so so so 
. "'Welghted,Shor-tfaU 'RHponllblllty 'SIS' 7 ,42S S327.~33 141.820 S151.~58 S'28.333 141.840 S14,860 11.523.369 

·Shortfan,. Allocator 1 1 , 1 1 1 

~or-tfallAUOCat'on '0 SO SO '0 SO SO SO SO 

F1N1l Revet'IIIe R .. por.lbHlty $817.425 '327 .. 533 141 .. 820 $1.1116,778 '151.5~ S128.333 141.840 S14.860 '1.523.369 

Percent Change 6.46" 9.m ·'3.98% 6.45% -18.21" -18.'9:11: -18.19:11: ·2.16% O.OOX 
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14·o.c-92 1_~06·05/CACO/PWF 

R"ld~ntl.1 SIII( Com 

'N·10 

e 
SOCA~ CA~ ~EVENUE A~~OCATION 

Lrg Comm S~btotol 

GN·~O Cor. 
Com/lncl 

G11-30 UEG COCEN ~ong B~ach SDC&E Tot.l 
....................................................................................................................................................... 

).:' .HAA'-IHAL. :CVSTc..ER COSTS 
. .Mnua~ ,Marglna~ 'ClAtOlMr Cost 
,,' S147 S4S4 16,829 .'16,039 S346,869 S10,851 1260,947 $8414168 

" .:OEMANI>-REI.ATfO:MA~GI NAL COSTS 
..•. ,"<~f~tnbutfon S71.76 

.. ~ S Stor.g. -S0.~29. 
': ,,',LOC.l Tr.namiaalon SO.OOOO 

,:"\,; ';:rI'8nemfuf.on :CofneldentSO.0788 
11,. '.'" ~ \ , , • 

>,.,J' ~-':r..NIIII ... fon ,Noncolncldent $0.0136 
": :,:~.,:; ~.--.,-.~;. .. ~--""' ........ __ 41''' ........................... fI .................... __ .~ ....... *' ___ 4 ......... _. _"" ......... _ .......... _._ ....................... • _ ••• __ .... ___ ~_ ...... _. ____ • _ ••• _____ •••• 
)', ' 

.' (.Ind.X) 

" 'of' CIIa COIIIat:S-:Nfit , nIt n/. ·n/. N. n/. n/. n/. nt. ~. nt. 
" <,,·:o1Cw COftItrs--Totel 2 44'S26,464 22.04 363 558 4.747,385 832 8 ..262 , 1 4.748,489 
,::-,.;Co~d'w~nt.r: Oay'~ls1:"lb Oem 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
,Co~ W~nte,. D.y Loc.l·Tr.ns 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ·0 

·::,C'(:'Wfnt.,. ·s. •• on 5 170,302 43,665 S,~8 219,315 36,136 50,259 ~,661 ",~47 49,319 3aa~557 
:."'·c:Y;pmMonth 6 48,413 1'.262 '.435 61. "0 8,644 '0 2.511 0 0 72.265 

7 ,0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
·8 0 0 0 ·0 0 0 0 0 0 91,016 
9 2.,863 601 134 3.598 ·245 0 ~2 0 0 3.935 

'0 320,190 100,639 14.506 4354 335 106,808 185,061 65,342 30,636 1a.S9S ~46,7~ 

·.Av.r.ge·" •• r l' 285,397 93.547 14,069 393.012 105,194 '84,224 64,789 30,248 '13,084 891,150 
·;Aw,Y .. r .AdJloISt. -for Shrink. 12 28S,391 93.541 14.069 393,012 '05.194 184.224 64,789 30.243 1'3,084 891,150 
"-.. ----.... -... -.--~ ...... ---.. ~-.... -.... ---••..••....•.. --.. -----.... -.-.~ ... -..... -... --...... -.---.. -.-......... --.. _ ..... _-... -_ .•••....... _-.... -

;:HAA'-INAL ·CO$.T .REVENUE ~ESPONSIBJLITY (SOoo) 

'-,Cu.tOCMr .. Tct.l 2 1663,216 $99,963 S3.811 S766,990 $13,344 12,715 S2.~3 $261 S842 S787,054 
··>.:,~i.C"'but'on9 $205,445 143, '27 -S9,616 1258, 187 "7,581 SO 16,602 SO SO 1282,310 ',,' . 

'L.ocatT.r.nllllll .. fon8 SO SO SO '0 SO SO $0 so $0 SO 

.".:8ackboneTraNlllf .. lon Colnc 10 . S25,~ 17 .. 932 $1, ", s34,:511 -sa.418 S14,586 15,1S0 S2."S 19,741 S14.~0 
.. ,hCkbone Tranamlnlon 'Nonco " S3,889 S1.~7S S1n S5.3S5 '1.442 12,510 SM3 1412 11,541 S12.. 143 

:.,·:'~tor.g. 5 143,0&5 "'.042 ",474 '554600 $9. t'S8 '12,709 S5,417 S2,a44 '12,486 s98,255 

,<Tot.l Marginal Revenu. R~.pon.lbfl' S940.810 "63,333 S16,a5 '1.120.443 149,923 $32,580 $20,955 S5,932 $24,610 ".254,443 
,~. :COI1: R.t. (No .Internot!!) -cIT 32.'97 17.46 '1.54 26.51 4.72 1.17 3.23 1.96 2.16 14.015 

," ·.~._~ .... _ ..................... w ............... __ ..... 4 ...... __ ••.................................. __ ...... _____ ••••• .., ....................................... ___ ...................... . 
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, .'~Oec·n 1.86-Q6-05/CACO/PWF SOCA~ CAS REVENUE A~~OCATION Paoe 2 
" \ 

. Relidenti.l Sml Com Iorg Conm Subtotal 'COIn/lnd 
ell·10 eH-20 Core eN·30 UEe COCEN ~qng leach SOC&E Total 

............................................................................ 

" .. "8.652. "79.109 142,704 ",540,465 S13'.504 "48.694 S64,~60 "9.355 '79.881 ".986,859 
R.t8 39.20 40.53 30.35 39.20 12.62 8.53 8.58 6.40 7.06 22.30 

1.458,023 
~Factor Bile Rw. Req.Only: 1.16 

". 
,R~ReaponaibHity etl!PMC ," .. 093,,56' 
' . , "SHI9,845 "8,870 ".,302.2.77 '58.024 '37.tI6tI 5024,356 16.894 5028.604 ",458,02.3 

'; ~Other. Fixed Co.ta 1238.876 s75.519 S1'.068 '325,463 142.849 $73,597 S2.S, '177 S'lZ.O~ 'S5O,523 '$529,632 
':,:",oteLR...--. R .. ponaiblLlty.t £PM ",332,437 S265,364 0.938 ".627,740 '"00.873 "".465 149,533 S18.917 '79,127 '".987,655 
/;AYG.' ,Ret. ,(centa/th) No"Cl ... Ayg. 46.69 26.37 21.28 4'.42 9.53 6.05 7.65 6.25 7.00 22.30 
,"E~ltxed .. Merg\,.,.\ Rw. Reaponalb. '".'&2,029 1405,414 140,296 '".627.,740 '"00,873 "19.109 141,889 ,"a,917 179.127 ".967,655 

AVV. ,Ret. (centa/th) £q\MIlixed Rev. ", .42 43.34 28.64 "",42 "9.53 6.47 6.47 6.~ 7.00 22.30 
"'c:n.no- 11'0lIl ,p,. .. ent Ret .. 5.67X 6.94% '5.64" 5.67X '24.""% '24.65% ·24.65% -2.26% -0.'94% 0.04% 

$APe 'O.OOx 
Cap 100.00" 

noor '100.00X 
:cor.'c.a ".99 

R.....nI,Ie Rnponaibil Ity $1,1&2.029 1405.414 140,296 '11 .. 627,740 s,oo~an SW~.109 S41~869 "3,917 179,127 ".987.655 
~,;;Rt'lel'lUel) i ff .Nne. $0 SO SO SO so SO SO SO SO 

l ~e.~ibilltY s'#'e2.029 S405.414 S40.Z96 '1.62'7.'740 '100.873 '119.109 S41.689 '1a.917 '79.'2'7 S'. 987 .655 
.'~st\ortfeU .,Allocator , 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 , 

'.'·>Shortfell Alloc.tion SO '0 SO SO 10 SO SO SO SO SO 
.. i,,/:.~::'AdJwtedltevwnw .It"pona~bll h:y $1.1&2.029 1405.4'4 140.296 '1 .. 627 .. 740 '100.aTJ '119.109 S41.tI89 "a,fl7 179.127 S1,9tI7.6SS 

.".l",\>,.t.. •.. 

S.67X 6.94% ·S~64% 'S~67X ~24.""" -24.65% '24.65% '.~ -0.'94% 0.04" 
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1 .. 86-Q6·oo5/CACO/P'tI' 

R •• i<lentlal 
$!Ill COImI 

CN-' 

e 

so"'!! "REVI!NUEAI.I.OCA TI ON 

~rg COImI SVbtot.l 
CN-2 Core Ind/P2b COllen utC Totel 

~ ................................................................................................................................. . 
:" "REVENUE RECONCII.IATlON (SOoo) 
.<.'.,':p","ent. It..........,., R .. pon.ib S152,7'72 "24,66' S2 • .284 S''I'9:''7 S10.7.20 '23,886 't.36,146 1251.169 

, . '" pre.ent'Tren.port Ret .. 40.~0 ~.94 115.33 40.~0 '5.86 10.38 10.la ~_86 

,', :. "Elltledded ae.e, ReYet'II,IH S1&a,8015 

dE,,"C Feetor .... R~ Req. Only: O_~ 

;.;;{;. ,",Ia""R~ Rftponslbi II ty .. t EPMC "30,1599 S17,319 S'.344 S149.~ S5.007 S13.246 S20.W4 s1aa.808 
?,',',~tI'),Othet':'btod COats 1025,434 107,15'6 S934 '34.184 S3.015' ~.332 S17 .. 764 162.361 
';::-;";' ~:Totel Rw R"ponaib at EPMC 1156.332 125. '35 S2.2715 S1I5S.746 SI5,088 120;571 'SlIS.75a S25'.169 
'··:/~CIO.,AYO. Rete. 'No Claa. A\I~reQing 47.31 -24.40 '''.215 41.2' "_~6 '2.82 9.13 ~M 

>to" 
"36.168 "153.746 S'6.2'13 1251.169 ',Eql.lallxed Mer9 Rev. llesponalb. 142.443 S5.135 SS. OM 143.062 

',',",,:AwreQe, Rate ,Equalized Rwltl'\W 41.21 24.40 115.215 41.21 ".96 '0.14 10.14 22.M 
"~ frOm ,Pr_t R.t •• .2.24X t.92X -O.25X 2.24X -24.S5X -2.30X ·2.~0"· 0.00" 

• $APt 0.00" 
",' ,Cap 'OO.OOX 

; 'PlOOf" 'OO.OOX 
, ·,,;::'C~c.. ".94 

" , 
;.~:R~. ,Responsibility S156.332 125, '35 12.2715 "83 .. 746 -sa,OM '&20.577 S38.75a 1251.169 

R~ :Dl11erence SO 1O SO 10 SO SO SO SO 

. ",':""'-ghttod . ShOt:t1ell ,R •• ponalbll tty 10156.332 125.135 12.21& $183.746 sa,08& 120,577 S38.m 1251.169 

" !,;SI\ort1.ll ,AllOCator , , 1 , , 1 

, Sftortf.U AllOCatIon sO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO 

" 'fnel R~ R.sponslbility "56.332 SZS.135 12.27& "83.746 -sa,OM S20.S77 S38.m 1251.169 

":,:",rcent:chenQe 2.33X 1.92X -0.25" 2~24X -24.S5X -2.3~ -2.3~ O.COX 

• Trel'lalllls.ton coata are 'the 5Oc:&£ 'trenllllll .. 1on coat. plua co.t. for the SoCel Tren""lnion .yat.m 
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1.~~005/CACD/PV' SOcr.E RE\'£MUE ~L~OCAT1OM 

'$ml Comm Lrg Comm S~tot.1 

.•• alo.ntl_l CN·' CN-2 Core Ind/P2b Cogen VEe Tot.-I 
"," "·,1 ___ ••••• _ .............................................................. _ ......................... _ ••••••• _ ........... _._._-

UMIT.MARCINAL COSTS 

" .' -o.tOlllel' coata 

, :Oia t ri but I 01'1 
·TrNi •• iOl'l'FU&l 

;·./(·Tr ...... ' •• I01'1i. 'teH itlea 
; <'Storaoe . ". " 

S1.24..54 
SO. 0046 
S3.3731 
SO..2S92 

$121 $220 $1.0'7 S1.171 ".027 S1.760.026 

,'-----.-... -... ~~ ... --.. ~.--.-.. --..... -~-... -..... -..............•.....•.............. ---....... -..•..••..••..• ---.... --~.-... --.. --.--~ . 
. < OfMANOM£ASURES(MCltll) (lndtx) 

, ..... : ...... ,of. ·CuatOlMll'& 1 -673.6&8 27.793 Z • 701.~06 67 63 , 701.637' 

·,·:c:r"CO'~ •. P~k Mo. 2 -61.287 1'.Sa, 1.275 76.'43 ·S.806 '4.612 30,930 '27.490 
,;,.,:1:Y':NColnc Pk,.Mo. 3 -6'~287 '3,581 1.27'S 76.143 5.824 ".899 39.090 '3S.955 

;AW(". Yeer.Mtll 4 330.442 102.W8 12.461 445.901 67,607 160,450 424.589 '~098.S47 

':': c:rPeak Season 5 220,577 53,137 4.994 .278,708 29,496 62,656 "9,&75 '90~7.S5 
"·~~Y •• r Peek oay 6 2,760 540 70 3,370 ·210 620 590 , 4,790 

Adjust AYe YHr 7 330,442 102,W8 12.461 44S~901 67.607 160,450 424~589 1,098~S47 
' . 
............................... 4 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• --~ •••• ---.-•• ---•• - •• --••••• ---.-••••••• - ••••• - ••••••• --...... - ••• -.---••••• 

. MARGINAL COST REVENUE RESPONSIIIILITY (SOOO) 

. CuatClMOr. . 
;~I)I ~trl but1 on 
: eTr.,.,.I •• f 01'1 
. Tr.llNlllf •• Aw 

Storap 
Tot.lMarg Rev •• up 

:Mara'Co.t Rate (No Interatate) 

'. • 

1 $&1.5'6 
6 S34,374 
,2 s.zO,673 
4 S152 
5 S5.717 

S14~432 

43.10 

S6.114 S25 
S6.m ~72 

14,58' 1430 
147 S6 

S1 .• 377 1129 
S18.M5 11,462 

18.30 '1.74 

~7.656 Ira 165 " .. 760 S89,559 
S41.~71 S2.615 17;m. 17,348 S$9,656 
s.zs,6lI3 S1.-958 S4.~29 110,i033 143.003 

I20S 131 174 S19S S50S 
17,224 S76S S1,624 S3~10T 112.720 

1162.740 S5.44a S1'.413 122.843 S2OS,444 
36~50 3.06 ".98 SJa 1a.70 

e 

tit 

e 



.•. OISTilBVTIOtf IWCIIIAl (OSrs «W,UISON 
. '992' . 

••• ~ •••• ~ •••••••••••••••• a.~ •••••••• ~- •••••••••••••••• ~.~4 ••••••••• - •••• --.~-···~···~--·······-···~~··-~···- •••• 

WGIlIAL toST Of FAtlLlTJES 

Marginal Imestllttli COst $/MCiO 1110.Sa • 
(per peak day) 

Marglnet IrNestllltnt (ost '{Met/Fa 31.0\ 

(per told year peak mOnth) 

Arn..oat fled Investment (ost ${KCf/~ day 

lOADERS UliITIZEO ACCOROIIiG TO tolo-Till PEA){ OAT 

Total Ofstr. o&H t~es 
~rgtnal 6&H t~e 
AdAlnfstr.tfve , General 
General Plant 
~terf.ts , SuPPttes 
BASE (ASEi Tot.t loaders 

TOTAL MARGINAL COST 
(F.cflftfes+LO&dets) 

S/llt 
${MCfipJc. day 

$/MCO~ day 
siMCilPt day" 
S{KU/~ day 
siMCfipt. day 

I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 

SIMCF/pt. day I 
I 

3,25'.600 
a.21n 
2.MU 
0.7042 
3.91s7 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

103.76 I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

15.78 I 
I 

t~'.S4 I 
I 

826.29 • 

ll.S~ 

31,169,000 
IZ.4275 
2.85M 
2.5837 
4.S179 

10.22 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

2i.3~ I 
I 

9z.60 I 
I 

6'4.21 • 

3S.6S 

34,103.000 
8.5279 
2.8696 
O.a.119 
'.'048 

S5.14 

16.6' 

71.76 

..•...••.••.....••. ~ .••...... -........ ~ ... -.•.•••.•...•.•••••.....••...••...•..•........ ~ ....... -.... -...... ~ .. . 
I I I 
I I I 
I 99,13&,100 139',354.600 I S09.664,927 
I I I 
I U,S9S,542 I 65,177,000 I . n.2&4,6S4 

I I I 
1 396,060 I ~,66~,OOO I 

Avg. Teer Annual Of st. 
Thr'6IJ9hput 1992 . MCF/llt 

C~ld Te*r Peak KQnth Ofstr. 
Thr~put 1992 

MeFO 3,999,000 hak Oay Of st. Oemard I~i ..•......•.••......•.....••.•.......•...•..•.•....•.•. .•••.............•.•..••......... ~ ....... -...••.•......... 
LOADIIi(; fAtTOU 

uec 
MG 

I I 
I 0.03$6 0.0916 I 
I 0.1$10 0.2360 I 
I 0.0351 0.2079 I 

O. '081 
O.J16S 
~.09Sl 



ItlvsTuf ... 'E iAcaow~ TWSJ(issiOlt MAiGlllAl(O$tS' 
1992 $ 

I 
••• _ •••• _ ••• i ••• A4._ •••••••• '.i~ ........•... ~ •.... ' .. 4 •••• 44.4~ •••••••• ~ •••••••• • •• • •••• • •• ····~··-

MAiGIMAl COST 0; fACilitiES 

MargIN' In .... ut..ent (oU $J)'O" 

Pel' ""rglnat otclat'd Measure (It)M) 

Ai"nJa' hed Investllltnt (ost 

TranS. 0&.>1 E){pet'l$es 
"argfna' O&H t~e 
Adhfnlstrative & cenera' 
t:eilera' Plant 
Matetials & Supplies 

lotal l6aders 

SUlTOfAl Me 
(facl'lties+loaders) 

fuel Cost 

SlYt 
SjK)H: 

SfM)H: 
Sj)IOH 

Sj}()M 

SfK)1t 

SIOTII 

I 
I 
I 
I 

i.SO 

t'.791.000 
0.039' 
0.0091 
0.00&2 
o.OOJi 

r 
I 
I 
I 
I 

0.22'9 I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

0.0599 I 
I 

0~284a I 
I 
I 

0.022\ I 

0.32 -

33.345.371 
O.o~ 
O;Ot02 
0.0029 
0.0033 

o.ona 

o.Onl> 
:ZS%=Z~&Z.ZZ=Z~Z:SZ:==:~~S===.&::ZZ$Z~Z:$:tS:$~ •• ~==Z2S2SZZ.%S::ZZZ:ZS%==:~:Z~.S.~::SZZZZSZ:SZZ.ZS= 

JII,AR G I MAL 0 £Jwil) PItA$lJRts <""M) I I 
A¥i. leef As-Ral $)'$tea I I 

ThtCYgflput 1m OTlf/ll I 730,907.000 I 1,039.367,000 

Cold leat teat Month Systea I I 
ThtQo.9/'lput IW2 MCf/MO J rIA I rIA 

Cotd Wintet Season Systea I I 
throughput 19910$992 OTII/CVS I 31S,tSS.06O I rIA 

Cold Yeat Airuat System I I 
rllrQU9flput 1~2 Dlll/en I 76J,4JZ.06O I 1.09S.900,OOO 

••...•....•••..........•............••.•....••••..•.•••.•...•..•...•. ~ ...•...•.•..•....•....••. ~ ... 
lOA.O'liG UCTOItS 
.tee 
'uG 
GPL' 

lOA.O[tS UNlllZEO AC~OIMG to MOM ;6* EAC~ UTllllr. 

0.0960 
0.2300 
0.2On 

IVEl COStS ALLOCAtfO 011 AVUA~ AJMJAl TIIlOJeKNl "'$1$. 

0.0991 
0.]165 
0.0952 



:.: 15 

[ . -
lOCAL UJJls."'II$SIO!I JIIA_GIN.~l t.6slS 

1992 S 

.~ •••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••• , •••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••• a ••••••••••••••••••• 

MARGllAl (ost 01 fAtiLltl(S 

MarglNl hlVtstnent cost S~ 
Per Marginal oemard Measure (K)M) 1/ 

IJoJalhed Investl)ftlt Cost 

LOADERS 

loe.l Trans. O&K Expense~ 
Margfnal otH bpense 
Admtnfstratrve & Gener.l 
Gener.l Plant 
Materi.ls , Supplies 

Total loaders 

$U8TOTAl Me 
(Facllitles+lo&ders) 

Sill 
Sf}ClPC 

SMPC 

S~ 

S~ 

SJ)lCN 

SJ)lCN 

10.78 

17.470,OOO 
0.306S 
0.0706 
0.0633 
O.OS04 

23.92 

1.9540 

3,668,162 
0.2a71 
0.1010 
0.0247 
0.0255 

0.4914 0.43M 

1.4na 2.3923 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••• _ •••••••••••••••••• 4 ••••••••••••• 6_ •••• _~ ••• ~ •• _.~ ••••••••• ····~··~· 

" WG IKAl OEMAAo )I£A~ts (I(HI) I I 
AV9. rear AlnJaI $yst .. I I 
Tl!t~put 1~2 OHl/lI I 730,907,000 I 110,903,700 

(old Tea, Peit Month System I I 
tlltovgl\pJt '~2 Oil"" I &9.5S1.060 I 12.74~,O22 

...•....•....••.•.....•. ~ .......•............•....•.•• ~ •..•.......•.••...•..•.•...••...... -..... . 
lOAOlliG fACTOItS 

tEtC " 
.ue 
~L' 

O.~tO 
0.2lOO 
0.2079 

0.0417 
0.3StO 
0.0451 



1992$ 
s:=::=z::~saZ:S::E~Z=t:2=~SZ::~~:ZZZSSSS~SZ~2S:=:%=~:is:::%ZS~::~Z==S:%SZS:Z=:~S2S::~Z~=Z~ZZ:.SZ=~ZZS2:S:=::~=*:::::Z::::Z 

I socu* PG&E I $tG 
~ ••• 4 •••••••••• 4 ••••• ~ •••••••••••••• ' ••••••• ~ •••• -.~.~ •••• ~_ ••• ~.4 ••••••••••••• ; •••••••• 4.'4.4 •••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••• 

~GiMAl (O$T Cf fACiliTIES I -) 
I I 

MargiNl [nvestDef'lt tost SJM'M rIA 0.91 I 1.54 

Pet Marginal Oemand Measure (MOil) 

AfnJatfzed t"...estaent Cost 

Total StOtage.o&H E~es 
Matginal o&M EJ:pense 
Administrative' 'enetal 
Central Plant 
Materials' $Yppltes 

Total Loaders 

TorAL Me 

In It 
S{KIN 

SJK)K 

SiKlN 

S""N 

S{KI" 

SJK)K 

rIA 
1/11. 

KIA 
./11. 
'/1. 

III. 

0.2592 

5,514,284 
0.014& 
0.0034 
0.o03i 
0.0031 

O. t078 

I 

2Z,3ts,709 
0.0495 
0.0167 
0.0047 
0.0049 

0.0751 

O.2sn 

:==s=::$:=e==z=:::~:zz:=:s=:~:=%2Z&&.&aa=::z.=sz=S%:==:saz=a*~==:===~I==:~=%s::=s======:zs:::===%::========::%=~:=====:::%I 
P!AA~tIlAL ObWlO MEASURES 0"") I I I I 

(Fatilltf~.l~rs) 

Ave. Yur Atnual Syst_ 
rhrO\J9o"put 1991 OTII/Tl : 109,854,700 : 130.907,000 I 1,039,361,000 : e 

I I I I 
I 49,07), Soo I )15,653,000 I 450,191,000 I 

•••••••••••••••••• , ••••• ~ •• a ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •• •• •• ······~I······-····················-·········~··············1 

(old Vinter $eas6n System 
Thtwjlput 199101992 OTK/cv$ 

LOAbUI~ F"(TOII$ 
dec 

I I 
I· I/A I 
I MIA I 

0.0906 o.US) 
O.336S 
0.09$2 I KIA I 

z~zzz==S%~sz.:~~z.~z:zz.:: •• s~~:z~~zz:ssZ%z~:%.~$$saz:%*:==s~S&Z¥=%:.,.z:=s:=~&za~zs%:=.s==ss=$Sss:=~~ts:zz=:ssz:sz:z:::=s) 

* $O~1E stota;e tosts teflKt (O$ts fta. the $oCal iysttll 

(END OF APPENDIX A) 


